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ATLANTIC FISHERMAN
MONTHLY PUBLICATION

CHOCK FULL OF FISH NEWS
SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE COPY

ATLANTIC FISHERMAN
100 BOLYSTON STREET

Boston, Mass.
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BRUNSWICK”

MAIN STREET, OPPOSITE BERRY ENGINE HOUSE

ROOMS SINGLE, "IN SUITE" and K1TCHENETS

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 tho Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882
The Free Press was established in 1855. and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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To wish is of little account; to sue- •••
ceed you must earnestly desire; and this
must shorten thy sleep.—Ovid.
•••

ARBOR DAY PROCLAMATION
Arbor Day lias a special significance for file
State of Maine. Over fifteen million acres of
all the land of the State out of the total of
nineteen million acres are covered with trees.
These last areas once were the property of our
people. This (treat Inheritance was squandered
by our forefathers and Maine today owns hut
a few thousand acres of forest from which
most of the timber lias been sold The people
of Maine, its men. women and children, should
take an interest in trees, and should study and
plant them.
Trees are blessings, beautiful to
look upon and useful to man, to birds and to
beasts May the day come when for both senti
mental and practical reasons every city, town
and village shall line its streets with shade
trees, shall buy land for reforestation and sliall
own public wood lots
Our State of Maine once again should begin
to acquire land for reforestation that future
generations may ho supplied with timber, and
that Maine may continue to be known the
world over as the Pine Tree State. Now there
fore, I. Percival P. Baxter, Governor of Maine,
do hereby proclaim
SATURDAY. MAY FOURTEENTH
ARBOR DAY IN THE STATE OF MAINE
and I urge our citizens to observe the day both
at home and in the schools with fitting exer
cises. Tlie planting of a tree is a public ser
vice for it benefits not only those who plant it
but also those who pass it bv.
PERCIVAL P. BAXTER.
Governor of Maine

FIGHT FOR DISARMAMENT.

Borah and Pomerenc are Going to
Oppose Administration Policy.

WITH TWO AND THREE ROOMS
High Class, Modern and Up to Date

TERMS REASONABLE

Under the management of

MRS. C. C. KIRK
T&S-53-59
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The “Thrift” Tire
Quality docs not nec
essarily mean high
price — but Hood
Tires mean money
saved on your year’s
run.
Any tire dealer can get them from
a nearby distributing point. See Tire
Rate Book.

Hood Rubber Products Co., Inc., Watertown, Mass.

H. H. STOVER & CO.
30x3'/,,

DISTRIBUTORS
SPECIAL PRICES ON FORD SIZES
$22.50
30x3,
Lius 10’; Cash Discount.

$19.50

Heavy Red Tubes.

At your Grocer
Fresh For You

The Morning Glory

of the Breakfast
Table

A light for naval disarmament
proposals at an early date in the
foregone conclusion Thursday. The
Senate in opposition to the adminis
tration program was accepted as a
naval appropriation bill was to be re
ported from thp committee, stripped of
all such features at the request of
President Harding because of tlie in
tcrnatioiial situation but botli Senators
Borah,
Republican,
Idaho,
and
Pomerene. Democrat. Ohio, announced
that they would fight from the floor for
a disarmament conference of Great
Britain, Japan and the United States.
The bill Is expected to come up for de
bate next week after disposal of the
emergency tariff and anti-dumping
measure.
In opposing any such conference at
this time, President
Harding has
made clear that lie stands ready to
urge an international agrement limit
ing armaments at the first practical
moment. The Borah proposal would
urge him to call a conference of the
three powers to discuss a reduction in
naval programs and Senator Pomerene
would delay the building program for
six months pending efforts to gain the
assent of Great Britain and Japan to
join in a conference.
The appropriation bill to be report
ed in the Senate carries 3100,000,00(1
more than was voted by the House and
is practically identical with tlie meas
ures which failed of passage in the Sen
ate last March. Tlie principal increases
are for a personnel 20.000 greater than
the 100.000 provided for by the House,
for enlarged aviation programs, for de
velopment of fleet bases on the Pacific
coast and for speeding up capital ship
construction.
DEER

ISLE MEMORIAL.

The monument committee has
placed the contract for the tablet for
the proliostd memorial to our Civil
War heroes and Honor Roll to those
In the Army and Navy during the
World War v ith T. F. McCann &
Son, Boston, and the contract for the
granite work lias been awarded Io
Charles F. Gafett of Stonington,
is expected that the tablet will be
ready for unveiling on July Fourth
and the municipal officers have ap
pointed William S. Greene. Charles
E. Lord and Moses D. Joyce a com
mittee to arrange suitable exercises
for Ihe occasion.—Peer Isle Messen
ger.

MARINE
I. L. Snow Company
EXPERIENCED

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRMEN

SPECIAL

MACHINERY
FOR

Reboring FORD BLOCKS and renewing main bearings

EXPERIENCED ACETYLENE WELDERS

ENGINEERS
Wanted tor permanent employment. Good
salary and bonus. Transportation
paid to men who duality.

REFINISH YOUR OLD FLOORS WITH

No. 61 Floor Finish

AN

THE BLACK CIRCUIT

EAST COAST REVIEW

Big Attractions For Anniver
Something About the Man
The
New
York
Herald
Discusses
Great
Corporation
Whose
sary Week, Including Mar
Who Heads New England’s
Success Vitally Interests Rockland.
Great Moving Picture Cor
riage on Stage Thursday
Night.
poration.
Anniversary Week—tlie week of the
nines—opens right auspiciously with
Pauline Frederick in "A Slave of
Vanity.'* Iris Bellamy, fairest daugh
ter of London's most exclusive social
circle was in a quandary. By the
will of her late husband she must not
marry if she expected his money.
She was deeply in love with Laurence
Trenwith a young gentleman with
nothing but fine looks But there was
Frederick Maldonado, a wealthy
financier of large person and violent
character. He loved Iris madly, unreasonlngly. She did not return his
affection. Then, suddenly, I^iurence
Trenwith had his chance. An uncle
offered him the opportunity to oper
ate a ranch in a far-off English pos
session. Should Iris leave her life of
luxury, and go away into solitude
with Laurence, or marry Mandonalo?
This question and others, even great
er, brought the crisis of her career.
A picture which cost Cecil B. DeMille $650 000 to make will be shown
Wednesday and Thursday under the
title of 'Something To Think About.1'
The Philadelphia Record said of it:
“ ‘Something to Think About’ is a
tremendously vital story that catches
th<. spectator's attention and admir
ation in its first stage and'holds tight
to the very end No one can escape
its grip, and spectators were enrap
tured.
Here are the fundamental
passions and emotions moving men
and women in la path that is seared
by tragedy, but becomes illuminated
by love until every hint of sorrow is
dispelled. The lame man is made to
threw away his crutches, and the
blind is given a spiiitual revisioning
that atones for the darkness of the
physical orbs. . . Gloria Swanson,
as Ruth, does her work with earnest
ness and winsometiesN, and her gra
cious personality is good to look upon
in even her darkest moments. The
odore Roberts, as Ruth's father,
makes an impressive figure. Elliott
Dexter, as David, and Monte Blue, as
lim. give tine character studies."
A fitting close to this notable week
will be "The Scuttlers," a William
Fox picture featuring William Far
num. As the name indicates it is a
sea story, and melodramatic in its
character. The star shows his ability
in a powerful manner.
In a recent Issue the management
offered $25 and a wedding present, be
sides guaranteeing thr minister's fee,
for any couple that would be married
on the stage Thursday night of anni
versary week. The offer has been ac
cepted by Theresa Bowman and Fred
Gray, who will be married during the
interval between the two moving pic
ture performances Thursday night
Seats should be ordered early.
Tonight a mission chair will be
given away: Wednesday night electric
doll lamps will be given away and the
first 50 ladies buying tickets will be
presented with sheet music of popular
songs: Thursday night the wedding:
Friday night will be amateur night
and the anniversary cake will be
awarded; Saturday afternoon electric
doll lamps will be given away.—adv.
Commencing May 16 there will oe
a daily change of pictures except on
Thursdays and Fridays.—adv.

books of the fisheries company, but
This is Anniversary Week with
concerning them and other assets the
report to the Maine United States Dis Black’s New England Theatres and of
especial interest to Rockland patrons
trict Court states:
"The receivers do not here express from the fact that the circuit had its
their opinion as to the actual value of beginning with the Empire Theatre on
said assets.”
Total assets for this company are Oak street. The rapid expansion of
given as $5,847,591.78, while liabilities the circuit forms the basis of an inter
are $2,722,269.44. Liabilities, of course, esting article which appeared in Sun- do not include the value of com day's Boston Herald, sketching Mr.
mon or preferred stock of the company.
Black and his career,
Among the items in the liability column
• • « •
is accrued salary of I. M. Taylor, $16,250, and due I. M. Taylor & Co. Inc.
The story of the man who knew the
agent, $369,834.52. This company also Smith brothers when they had only one
owes the French Republic $825,000 for cough drop is not more interesting than
ten mine sweepers which it converted that of the man who knew Alfred S.
into trawlers.
Black when he had only one theatre,
indeed it is not so interesting, for
How the Stock Was Handled
while it ought to be patent to anyone
One of the interesting pieces of bus
that people would always have coughs
iness transacted by the Products Com
and that there would always be a sale
pany and I. M. Taylor & Co., Inc., is
for cough drops, there was no such
described as follows by the receivers:
surety that the business of showing
"Under date of September 13, 1919,
motion pictures would be more than a
the Products Company entered into an
passing fancy, and it took real fore
agreement with I. M. Taylor & Co.,
providing, in brief, that I. M. Taylor & sight, an immense faith in human na
ture and a strong underlying motive,
Co. be appointed sole fiscal agents for
to go heart and soul into the business
the sale of stock of the company and
that practically all of the common stock, of screen entertainment in the days
2,441,997 shares of par value of $10. when Mr. Black started out.
That the Black New England The
be set aside in favor of I. M. Taylor &
atres circuit, of which he is the active
Co. and be acknowledged to be paid
head, now owns or controls upwards
for to the extent of $8.50 a share by
of 60 theatres in Maine, Massachusetts,
the application of the sum of $20,766,New Hampshire, Vermont,
Rhode
794.50, which sum was acknowledged to
Island and Connecticut, or, as the ad
be due to I. M. Taylor & Co. for the
vertisements read, from Utica, N. Y.,
services to be rendered and for cer
to Houlton, Me., is due therefore to
tain property, including the fish wrap
Mr. Black's faith in a future that many
ping process, the real value of which
felt was no future, and his holding to
your receivers are unable to state."
an ideal that was deeper still.
The principal assets of the Products
Small Investors Sought
Worked for His Ideal
It must not be thought, however, that Company seem centered at tho little
That ideal as Mr. Black unwittingly
the companies actually got $15,000,000 port of Rockland, Me. Here I. M. Tay
in cash. I. M. Taylor & Co. was al lor was a hero among the fisher folk, stated it, was this: “I always felt,’’
lowed 15 per cent commission on the many of whom had gone into his com he said, in the course of a recent In
preferred stock and on the common panies. He had a large suite of rooms terview, “that the people in the smaller
stock did even better. The stock sold at the hotel, his motor boat dashed cities and towns of New England were
readily, possibly because the compan swiftly through the waters of the har entitled to the same sort of high-class
ies were apparently huge successes bor, and no local celebrity had half his diversion, particularly screen plays, as
those of the larger and rfhturally more
from the first. The companies were fame.
Rockland had only about 15,500 peo favored centres, and I was always sure
paying dividends six months before
they went into receivership, in No ple when the Products company came that they had just as deep an appre
into being in 1919, so its village pride ciation of the truly good in entertain
vember last.
At the present time Cadwalader, was tickled when a building corpora ment as did the people of wider op
Wickersham & Taft, attorneys for the tion capitalized at $200,000 was incor portunities. I presume I absorbed this
receivers, one of whom is Gen. George porated by the Products company in belief and this faith regarding the
W. Goethals, builder of the Panama terests to provide housing accommoda smaller communities because I was
Canal, are suing Mr. Taylor, as presi tions for 5,000 to 7,000 additional peo myself a small town boy who flnilly
dent, and other gentlemen, as direct ple to be employed at the big plants grew into a small town business man.”
An instance—a recent one—of how
ors, for $395,886.50, which, it is alleged, there. The total output of fish a year
Mr. Black has kept the faith with his
was illegally distributed to stockhold was estimated at 150,000,000 pounds.
early ideals along this llnb, is shown
Business at Standstill
ers as dividends. The "dividends," it
is asserted, were paid out of the capi
"Owing to the amount of Inventory in the fact thut he has recently taken
tal of the companies.
on hand and to the requirements of the D. W. Griffith’s "Way Down East” di
The enthusiasm of I. M. Taylor, who situation, operations at the plant at rectly from its sensational run at the
sailed for Europe last month, is the Rockland were largely curtailed," the Tremont Temple in Boston and given
outstanding feature of the history of receivers remark in dispelling Rock it to the people of Bath, Rockland,
both companies. Mr. Taylor’s organi land’s dream of immediate greatness. Bangor, Waterville and other towns,
zation in New Y'ork and elsewhere
The following statement is made while the bigger centres such as even
made it possible to sell the stock, and concerning another phase of the Pro Lowell and Lawrence are still waiting
to see it.
it was Mr. Taylor's enthusiasm, as in ducts Company’s work:
Ten years ago Mr Black was engaged
dicated in prospectuses, and the words
“Salt fish held on the books of the
of his salesmen that made it possible company at $442,650 was sold to C. F. in the real estate and insurance busi
to sell the stock to many small invest Mattlage & Son for $38,000, the only ness, and as he himself says he "did
ors all over the country. Judging from bid received for the fish. The fish had not know one picture from another.”
the distribution of the companies' se deteriorated owing to improper curing. Nevertheless the business intuition
curities they did not appeal to the big Because of its rapid deterioration it that has since made him a command
men in Wall street as good invest could not be held for a more propi ing figure in the New England film in
ments; at any rate, much of it was tious market.
Canned fish, however, dustry, made it apparent to him that
sold to people with $200 or $300 to in seems to be in good condition, fit for the motion picture was to be the great
diversion of the future, and the theatre
vest.
sale at good prices.”
Value of Assets in Doubt
Gen. Goethals and his company— of silent art a great part of the life of
So enthusiastic concerning the future Geo. W. Goethals & Co., Inc.—which is every community.
of the projects was Mr. Taylor appar managing the affairs of the two com
First Theatre in Rockland
ently that Gen, Goethals and his asso panies despite the financial muddle,
So in 1911 he formed a stock com
elate receiver, Harry Migliels Verrill, plan to go ahead in an effort to con pany and erected his first theatre, the
reported to the Maine court that I. M. tinue the business of the company. Empire in Rockland, his home town,
Taylor & Co. traded the following Until March I two or three trawlers and the house wag opened in Septem
property to the Fisheries company for were operated, but owing to labor ber, 1911. Money was not made In
all the common sock of that company, costs these lost money. An effort is stantly, and many of those in tile ven
now being made to develop the chilled ture lacking Mr. Black's faith and fore
of the par value of $5,000,000:
‘Contract with Cox & Stevens', naval fish process. This consists in wrap sight, gradually lost th«lr enthusiasm
architects, for the supervision of the ping fish previously chilled in brine in and abandoned their holdings, and as
paraflne paper for shipment. It is pos fast as one of these stockholders
construction of vessels.
“Contract with Capt. Peter Tobin for sible to send fresh fish inland by this reached that stage, Mr. Black demon
services in commanding and managing method, and on it the Goethals com strated his belief in the future of his
pany banks in Its struggle to revive project by taking over their blocks of
trawlers.
‘Contract with the Portland Ship the two companies. Fish is purchased stock at par value, until as he says,
building Company for the construction and treated in Boston.
he finally found himself both lessee and
George W. Wickersham, Col. Corne owner, renting his own house from
of trawlers and the purchase of equip
lius W. Wickersham and F'rank H. himself.
ment therefor.
'An option for the purchase of the Towsley of Cadwalader, Wickersham
His second venture followed close on
business of the Rogers Fish Company & Taft, are the active counsel for the the heels of the first, si a further proof
receivers. Mr. Taylor was served with that he was not afraid to face the fu
of North Lubec, Maine.”
These contracts were carried on the papers in a suit in connection with the ture, and resulted In the opening of a
books of the company as an asset un fish companies the day before he left theatre in Westbrook, Me., called the
der the heading, "Property and Prop this country. In the suits to recover Star, and since rebuilt into a finer
erty Rights—$5,000,000." In connection dividends alleged to have been unlaw house than it originally was.
From
with this and the sale of most of the fully distributed the following direct then on he continued to expand his
$5,000,000 preferred stock of this com ors and former directors of the Fish holdings in Maine quietly and without
pany by I. M. Taylor & Co., Inc., Gen. eries Company are made defendants: any blare of trumpets, until 1915, when
Goethals and Mr. Verrill report to the Ivan M. Taylor, William F. Birch, he extended, his business into Massa
Richard Cole, Irving Cox, Frederick O. chusetts, taking over the Merrimac
court:
'The receivers and their general Bezner, William E. Aughlnbaugh, Square Theatre in
Lowell Mass.,
counsel are studying all important Mark W. Norman, Walter 1’. Wells, L. against all advice from those who were
transactions and relationships of this Fred Nagle, Otto L, Schweneke, Wil eager to prophesy that a former stock
company and the East Coast Fisheries liam M. McFarlane and Edward H. house could never be made a success
Products Company, including those Jacob.
ful picture theatre, and that the film
In the Products Company suit the industry was an ephemeral one at best
with I. M. Taylor & Co., Inc."
The biggest item is the assets col following are named defendants: Ivan and liable to be eclipsed by some new
umn of the fisheries company is fifteen M. Taylor, William F. Birch, Richard attraction any time.
steel steam trawlers, six wooden steam Cole. Irving Cox, Frederick O. Bezner,
How little there was In such pessi
trawlers and one wooden schooner. William E. Aughlnbaugh, Mark W. mistic views is shown by the fact that
Remington and Mr. Black sol'd out all of his various
These vessels and equipment
are Norman, Franklin
worth $5,093,973.80, according to the George Dexter.
business except his cement and can
ning Interests and his corporation now
owns or controls theatres in 10 Massa
chusetts cities, and ]s still acquiring
new properties.

[From New York Herald.]
When the East Coast Fisheries Com
pany was incorporated in Maine in
May, 1917, with capital sock of $10,000,000, the outlook of the cod, haddock
and halibut of the Newfoundland
banka was not bright. When the East
Coast Fisheries Products Company
was incorporated in the same State, a
little more than two years later, with
capital stock of $50,000,000, the outlook
grew worse.
Ivan M. Taylor, president of both
companies, of the firm of I. M. Taylor
& Co., Inc., of 7 Wall street, who Is
now in Europe, permitted it to become
generally known that the East Coast
Fisheries Company was going to catch
the fish and the East Coast Fisheries
Products Company was going to make
food, glycerine, oil, gelatine, glue, fer
tilizers, leather and phosphorous out
of them.
At the present time, however, the
fish in the Atlantic Ocean are not wor
rying much about the plans of the two
companies, for tiie trawlers of the fish
eries company are tied up and the
plant of the products company is not
making many useful things out of the
fish of the fisheries company.
The plan was a good one, it is gen
erally admitted, but unfortunately—for
a good many people—the fisheries com
pany did not confine itself to selling
fish and the products company did not
confine itself to selling products. In
stead. they both, mostly through I. M.
Taylor & Co., sold stock, about $15,000,000 par value of stock.

OUT OF TOWN CALLS

Members of Chemical Explain Why
They Did Not Get Started Sooner
Sunday,

The following communication was
written as a reply to the criticism
which has been freely offered because
the fire apparatus did not get away to
Ingraham Hill sooner on Sunday:
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Will you kindly give space in your
paper in regard to the out of city fires,
in behalf of the Chemical and for the
benefit of the city or towns that might
not understand. When receiving a call
out of town we first have to get per
mission from tlie mayor or the presi
dent of the Board of Aldermen. Next
we give a chief’s call and wait for him
and at least five men. All of this takes
time, especially if we do not happen to
get these men on the first call,
write this with reference to the tires of
May 7 and 8, for we have heard intel
ligent men say that the reason for the
delay was that we had to wait for
someone to drive the chemical. I will
say, for the benefit of those who do
not know, that there are three men on
duty at all times, two hose men and
one driver and four men after 12 p. m
Members of Triple Combination
Chemical Nu.
John Sullivan, night operator at
the Western Union telegraph office,
is having a fortnight’s vacation, in
the course of which he will visit
scenes of his former labors in Belfast
and make it party call upon Manager
Flanagan of the Bangor office.

Bonus as follows:
Chief Engineers .................... $5.00 per day
First Asst. Engineers ............ $3.00 per day
Sec. Asst. Engineers .... 4.. $2.50 per day
Third Asst. Engineers .......... $2.50 per day
For full particulars, write or apply to

MR. HART
80 Exchange St.. Portland. Me.
Strike on.

54tr

Volume 76..................Number 56.
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Room 27

PORT CLYDE

If the cracks are filled with Rutland Crack Filler, they
will look as good as new.

MRS. BRENNAN has taken tho
hotel at Port Clyde, which has
been thoroughly
renovated, and
will be epen for Summer visitors
June first.

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Mrs.
Brennan
will
serve
SHORE DINNERS as usual.

553tf

SHRINE

fERETT L SPEAR & CC
Sgl

—DEALERS IN—

1
W,

SECOND CLEAR SHINGLES, $5.00 Per M

1
CLEAR

EXTRA

SHINGLES,

CLEAR

$7.25

SHINGLES,

Per

$7.75

M.

Per

M.

L. W. BENNER
—DEALER IN—

2 North Main St, Rockland
41-tf

C. Knight is riding to and
business these days, pending
complete rcovery from a
ankle.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

LUMBER AND HARDWARE

OREL E. DAVIES
All Kinds of Real Estate

Cob F.
from his
mere
sprained

1

PINS
BUTTONS
CHARM&

Largest assortment in Knox County

Li

y?

615
40-tf

MAIN

ST.,

ROCKLAND.

TEL.

331.

Whatever your occupation may be tod how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fall to secure at least a few minutes every day
for refreshment of your inner life with a bit
of woetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton,

FANCY IN NUBIBUS
Oh, It Is pleasant, with a heart at ease.
Just after sunset, or by moonlight skies,
To make the shifting clouds be what you please,
Or let the easily persuaded eyes
Own each quaint likeness Issuing from the
mould
Of a friends fancy; or, with head bent low.
And cheek aslant, see rivers flow of gold,
’Twlxt crimson banks; and then a traveller go
From mount to mount through Cloudlaud, gor
geous land!
Or. listening to the tide with closed sight.
Be that blind Bard, who on the Chian strand,
By those deep sounds possessed with inward
light,
Beheld the Iliad and tbe Odyssey,
Rise to the swelling of the voiceful sea.

^-Samuel Taylor Coleridge,

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Tuesday, May 10. 1921.
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Health That
Reduces Goitre

rHREE-TIMES-A-WEE*

Rtckland, Maine. May 9, 1921.
Personally appeared Franlt-S L\d«lie. wh«> on
oath declares that he is pressman it. the office
of the Rockland Publishing t o and that of
isll.^uTw^aa^print^ed'i^t^al^’t1 5.^944^wpies.
Before me,

THIS IS CHINA WEEK !
?

FRANK B ^ULL^^

Nightingale

was

tho world's greatest women.
or

I ?

j

Weekly Health Talk No C
By It K. Bowman, D. C. f

China is Starving

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE DAY.

Florence

?•

one of
Born

the English nobility and nurtured

to a life of delicacy and ease, she

There are 5,000,000 Human Beings in China to
Feed From Now Till July 1st, Harvest Time

put to one side the opposition of fam
ily and society to what they regarded
as the wildest of sacrifices and went
to the rescue of the soldiers, wounded
and dying tn the midst of the un
speakable sufferings of the Crimean
War. Next Thursday is the l«Oth
birthday anniversary of that re
markable woman, who for the first
time In history brought organized
nursing into the horrors of war and
became the pioneer in modern hos
pital and nursing methods. The an
niversary has been set apart as a
National Hospital Day.
From the
church pulpits of Knox county Sun
day the following notice was read:
‘•Thursday, May 12th, is the
anniversary of the birth of I’ lorence Nightingale. the world's
great mother of nurses. 1 he
£000 hospitals of the I nited
States and Canada are giving
special recognition to tlie day by
inviting Ihe general public to
become better acquainted witli
the great humanitarian and eco
nomic work carried on by these
institutions. This form of recog
nition has received the warm en
dorsement of President Harding
and the Governors of the several
States.
“The Knox County General
Hospital is to do its part by
opening its doors from 2 to 4
o’clock Thursday afternoon next,
and extends a cordial invitation
to the people of this vicinity to
visit the Hospital for the purpose
of becoming better acquainted
with thb work that it is carrying
on."
This is not a call for money—
simply an invitation to look upon the
machinery of one of the greatest of
modern institutions of mercy and re
lief, that our people may the bettci
come to understand the value of the
hospital as an agency for good. Vis
itors will be cordially welcomed by
the management and shown about by
the nurses who have volunteered
their services for the occasion.

For May you may fine here the
best shirts for TWO FIFTY
that have come within your
grasp since pre-war time!
AND
a line of choice Summer cravats
at
65c

‘‘I was an hungred, and ye gave me meat."

Checks should be made payable to and mailed to the NEW ENG
LAND COMMITTEE FOR CHINA FAMINE RELIEF. 8 Arlington
Street, Boston, Mass.

Or send to Elmer C. Davis, Rockland, Treasurer of the Knox County
Committee. stating to which town’s quota check should be applied.

SSrighter

,. )i'■;. l..

that will hit you right in the
neck and ties that will tie you up
with style. Novelties in Belts.
Boys’ “Linenweave" Guaran
teed Hose, 35c.

J. F. GREGORY SONS CO.

FOR THE CHINESE
Knox County Organized Fo
Raise Its Part of the Nation
wide Famine Relief Fund.
This is the week when throughout
Maine systematic work is being done
raising a fund for the relief of
famine-stricken China.
In
Knox
county th© work is headed by H. N.
Mr DougxUl. the organization being
made by Mrs. W. O Fuller, who is
listed
in the local campaign by
Mi.-'s Martha L. Cobb, who has charge
of organizing the churches and the
taking' of collections: Mrs. R. J. Was:att w ho l.as charge of the schools
nd sale of stutnpg among the chil
dren. and Mrs. Ensign
Otis, Mrs.
Arthur L. Orne and Mrs. L. F. Chase,
who will assist in other important
phases of the work.
The campaign in tho several parts
of the county is in charge of the fol
lowing:
Apple*ton—Maynard Bt own.
Camden—Rev. H. I. Holt.
Criehaven—E. W. <’rie.
Cushing—Mrs. Jennie Fales.
Friendship—
Hope—Henry IT. Payson.
Isle au Haut—Elizabeth Rich.
Matinicus—-Mrs. A. M. Ripley.
North Haven—Albert T. Adams.
Owl’s Head—Rodney Feyler.
Rockport—Charles S. Gardner.
St George—Mrs. Elmer E. Allen.
South Thomaston—Mrs.
C. L.
Sleeper.
L nion—J. H. Williams
Vinalhaven—Rev. C. H. B. Seliger.
Warren—Rev. C. W. Turner.
Washington—Mrs. A. E. Johnson.

for 10.30 a. m.
Now that Maine Central common
Ulysses O Wotton vs George A.
which has passed its last two divi Gilchrest and th<* Travelers’ Insur
dends and touched
in the stock ance Co., insurers; petition for a
lump sum settlement, hearing set for
market, is apparently climbing back 2 p. ni.
to normalcy, an old timer up Camden
way, who invested some of his hard
earned wages in it when it pud six
per cent and sold for 100. v. itb a slant
towards near poetry sends us the foi
lowing:

ORRIS L. BEVERAGE

3<F®?ass*AA7t3tl
The Courier-Gazette will continue
this department in connection with
the Chinese1 Relief Fund, trusting it
may afford some of its readers oppor
tunity to forward contributions who
might not have any other channel
opened to them. Since Saturday’s is
sue three contributions Lave been re
ceived—Isabel Lattie, Boston, $5, Mrs.
H. \Y. Keep. Rockland, $1, and “A
Friend,” Rockland. $5. The full list
thus far received is as follows:
Capt A. E. V.'inpfield. Boston.................... $10.00
Mrs. M T. Amesbury, Thomaston ........... 1.00
Mr. and Mrs O A Palmer. Rockland.... 1.50
Mrs H. P . Rockland .................................. 2.00
(Tara Anderson, Warren ..........................
2.00
Mrs. F .1. Bicknell, Rockland..................... 1.00
Mrs H. W. Keep, Rockland................
100
A Friend. Rockland .................................... 5.00
Isabel Lattie, Boston...................................... 5.00

Millions Starving
“PICK A PAL IN CHINA’
The critical period of the famine
in China has arrived.

With relief from every source al
lowed for. 5.COO.000 famine victims
are still destitute.
Only continuous and voluminous
aid from America can save these
5,000,000 people.

Contributions sent to The CourierGazette will be forwarded to tbe
American Committee for China
Famine Fund, and will bo actually
saving life within two weks.

Send What You Spend
One Day To China

Cut this out and mail with
Contribution
The Courier-Gazette:

I hereby enclose $........ .............. to

aid China Famine Victims.

(Name)

(Address)

Who hit the railroads and made them so still?
J)i<’ Gompers, Wilson, with Adamson's Bill;
Who’ll set ’em a going and make 'em to go?
I,oc Harding, Coolidge, with the people, you

SOLID LEATHER
WORK SHOE

This is a good shoe at a price

J

IAMSON
HUBBARD
STRAWS

SEND MONEY ORDFR OR CHECK
FOR PARCEL POST ORDERS

Boston

Shoe Store

23/ Main St-, Rockland* Mttac
EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

Sold

Br

BURPEE & LAMB
Sole Agents

CLARK ISLAND ACCIDENT.

Orris L. Beverage formerly of North
Howard M. Wall of this city, who
Haven, died in Dorchester, Mass, last - lias been employed as teamster at
week after a brief illness.
Tlie de •lohn Meehan & Sons' paving quarry
ceased taught in several Maine schools 'at Clark Island, was brought to Knox
30 or more years ago and has since I Hospital Saturday afternoon, so liadheld the important position of superin | ly bruised and gashed as to be practendent of schools in Dorchester, Mass. tically helpless.
He
was hauling
He was about 60 years of age, and is a load of paving near the quarry
survived by liis Wife and eight chil Saturday afternoon where the blow
dren.
ing of tho quarry whistle caused the
horses to holt. Mr. Wall made a
valiant attempt to cheek the frigh
USE TOO MANY BIG W0RDS7 itened
animals, but was finally thrown
from his seat across a boulder. The
Modern Generation Is “Called Down” Burpee ambulance made a quick ar
by Writer fer the Employment
rival and the gulfering map was hur
of “Mouth Fillers.”
ried away to the hospital, where his
injuries will probably confine him for
Months are getting larger. The rea- a long time.
son is simple. Words are getting big
THE "BOWDOIN’S" WHEEL
ger.
And in order to make simple Ihings
When Donald B. MacMillan's new
complex, language architects are add
Aivtic exploration vessel, the.Bowdoin,
ing to the front and rear of ordinary starts next month on her trip to Baffin
words constantly.
It requires elas Land, s he will be steered by a wheel
tic lips- to navigate the latest 1920 bearing the name of "Worcester
vocabulary.
Academy." Prof. MacMillan, a former
It has come to pass that the bigger member of Worcester Academy faculty,
the word the less it means. For In bus just completed a short visit to the
academy to say goodbye before start
stance. "congressional” does not mean
ing on his three-year voyage.
The
any more than Ils first syllable, students subscribed $210 toward pur
“con.” if results are any criterion. chasing a suitable' gift for the vessel
“Misrepresentation,” stands merely for as representing the school, it lias
“false."
been decided to put the money into a
Movements
against
space-eating steering wheel, which will be formally
words have not appeared to move presented by a delegation from the
students and faculty during a visit to
much. Simplified spelling was popu the Bowdoin after the explorer reaches
lar. hut many persons thought it didn’t Marblehead from Boothbay Harbor.
look "classy" on commercial nnd so
cial stationery.
GOING TO WISCONSIN
Bald-headed men who spend their
Dr. Wallace N. Price of Richmond is
lives on orating committees continue
to announce that they “advocate a soon to leave for Wisconsin where he
co-ordination of facilities," which they will locate and continue his practice.
Dr. Price is well known throughout
might simply say: "Let's work to
Sitgadulioc county and particularly in
gether."
Bath as a former resident aud past
We pity tlie ordinary Zulu who talks eminent commander of Dunlap Com
in grunts—hut Ite is years ahead of mander;.’. Knights Templar, while he
ns as far as concentrated language is liar, also represented fhe county in the
concerned.
For instance, his mere State Senate. He was the Democratic
candidate for Congressman from the
grunt means: “Kill tliat garrulous mis
Second District pi the campaign of
sionary. aud put him in the pot for din 1920. He is a son of the late Dr.
ner."—Life.
Charles W. Price, formerly of Bath and
has a wide circle of acquaintances who
will regret his departure.—Bath Times.

AMERICA WORLD IN

ITSELF

Englishman Write, Enviously of Our
Variety of Climate and Other
Blessings-

Here in England we settle down In
a town and only a violent exertion of
will power tan extricate us. In tlie
United States a man may try twenty
different towns aud twenty different
states before he finds oue that suits
him, Raymond Radcliffe writes in the
New Witness (London).
Here we have practically no choice
of climate (or lack of climate). On the
other side you can get tlie hitter cold
of North Dakota or the almost tropi
cal heat of Florida.- You can he blown
to pieces on the prairies or lie snug
in a cleft of the hills looking over
the Pacific. You can spin cotton in
Connecticut or grow It in Georgia. You
have a world to yourself, anil one of
tlie most beautiful worlds that has
ever been discovered. You are not
crowded, there is plenty of room for
everybody. You can rough it any
where, but if you want luxury. Fifth
avenue has more wealth tlian any oili
er street in the world, not even except
ing Bond street.
Thnt is why people go fo the United
States, and why they stop there. They
get freedom. It is no mere catcli-penny phrase, it is the basic fact ot life.

know I

The London Chronicle finds fault
witli President Harding's English.
It says that liis message to Congress
“contains
several
passages
that
would cause a shudder in academic
circles.”
“Nevertheless.'’ comments
the Lewiston Journal, it cannot b«
denied that Harding makes himself
pretty generally understood ” Yes,
both to the highbrows across the
water and the plain people here at
home.

World
look

Our New York Resident Buyer
finds all the new things and
you'll find them here.

The review by a Boston paper of
the striking success achieved in the
motion picture world by Alfred Snow
Black (we reprint it on another page)
is a tribute to the far-sightedness
and indomitable spirit of a Rockland
boy that will be noted with much
satisfaction by his friends. This an
niversary week of the Black New
England Circuit calls attention to th*1
fact that will surprise many, namely
that it is only nine years ago that
the head of it opened the doors of
his first little amusement house on
Oak street, progenitor of the half
ACCIDENT HEARINGS.
hundred that he now controls, while
the quidnunces shook their heads Six of Them Will Be Held Before
gravely and for the most part pre
Commission ir Rockland.
dicted his defeat. Well, it has been a
Artnur L. Thayer the chairman of
busy nine years with him, and not
very unfruitful ones.* Congratulations the Maine Industrial Accident Comnussion, Was assigned these hearings
Alfred.
to take place in the Municipal Court
Radcliffe College following the ex room Rockland, next Thursday.
ample of Harvard and her sister col
Barney Tarvis vs. city of Rock
leges has started a campaign to raise land: petition for award of compen
in three years an endowment fund of sation; hearing set for S a. m.
$3,000,000. Believing that charily be
William R. Robbins vs. the East
gins at home the college will open Coast Fisheries Products Co. and tho
her campaign with a membership Travelers’ Insurance Co.,
insurers;
canvass. The public will not be asked petition to determine the extent of
to give until October, by which time permanent impairment; hearing set
every Radcliffe woman will have been for 9 a. in. before the lull commis
canvassed. The country has been di sion.
vided into districts, Mrs. Ward II.
Mary A Bend vs. the East Coast
Clarke of Saco having been appointed Fisheries Products Co., and the Trav
chairman of Maine and Miss Annie elers’ Insurance Co, insurers; hearing
set for 9 a. m.
*
F. Frye local chairman for Knox
Lewis J. Small vs.
the John L.
county. If there are former Rad Goss Corporation and the Employers’
cliffe women now living in this coun Liability Assurance Corporation, in
ty who have not been notified they surers: petition for review of agree
ment or decree; hearing set for 10.30
are asked to communicate with Miss a. m.
Frye at 14 Summer street. Rockland,
;^Varren A. Small vs. tbe Cumber
Mrs. Roswell Linscott of Damaris land Shipbuilding Co. and tbe Em
cotta Mills is chairman of Lincoln ployers’ Liability Assurance Corpor
ation, insurers; petition for review
county.
of agreement or decree; hearing set

It is this Tuesday evening at th
Arcade that citizens are to confer to
gether with reference to a new High
(School building for Rockland. Mayen
Thorndike’s invitation to take part
in an open forum is addressed to a
citizens and the matter is of such
vital importance as deserves a lar;
attendance of tax-payers ami a full
and frank discussion. The Courier
Gazette favors steps being taken that
shall lead to early a -tion—but rot
unless a large majorit\
<>f « it /are in favor of it.

makes the

Where Do Peets Compos-7
But do'poets ever write in gardens?
Swift, who was by way of being n
poet, built himself a garden seat at
Moor park when lie served Sir Wil
liam Temple, hut I don’t know that he
wrote poetry there. Rather, it was a
place for reading. I’ope. in his pros
perous days, wrote at Twickenham,
with the sound of his artificial water
fall in Ids ears, ami he walked to take
the air in his grotto along the Thames.
But do poets really wander beneath
the moon to think their verses? Do
they compose “on summer eve by
haunted stream"? I doubt whether
Cray conceived his “Elegy" in an actn
nl graveyard. I smell oil. One need
not see the tiling described upon the
very moment. Shelley wrote of moun
tains, the awful range of Cattcastts. but
his eye nt the time looked on sunny
Italy. Ibsen wrote of the north when
living in the south. When Bunyan
wrote of tlie delectable mountains he
was snug inside n Jail.—Charles S.
Brooks in the Century Magazine.
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home news of Knox county
to every State in the Union and to
ta*PX foreign labile.

_____________ __

Goitre is a swelling of the
thyroid gland. It is usually
accompanied
by
stomach
weakness. There are several
varieties of goitre. The watery
type is easily and quickly sub
dued, but the other varieties
are more stubborn in yielding
to chiropractic spinal adjust
ments.

Those small ads in The CourierGazette are read By every body. That
is why they are so popular and
-JfecUve.

The cause is removed by ad
justments of spinal bones af
fecting the nerve impulses to
the thyroid gland and the
stomach. When such adjust
ments are followed through to
the point where the spinal
nerves are freed of the pres
sure caused by the disturbed
alignment of the spinal joints,
the normal flow of nerve im
pulses restores a normal con
dition.

CHIROPRACTIC CORRECTS
PRESSURE ON SPINAL
NERVES IN DISEASES OF
THE FOLLOWING ORGANS'-1

HEAR'
EYES
EARS
NOSE
THROAT
ARMS
> HEART
LUNGS
XV LIVER
SiV STOMACH
PANCREAS
\\V
SPLEEN
\\!KIDNEYS
BOWELS
APPENDIX
BLADDER
Spiral <^Cclum>LOWER LIMBS

Healthful Again
"For two years my wife
hud oue of the worst kind of
goitres.
It
affected
her
breathing, and made her nerv
ous. She took adjustments
for eleven months and now
does all of her own work and
feels good all the time."—A.
L. Baker, Chiropractic Re
search Bureau. Statement No.
126011.

The LOWER NERVE
UNDER THE MAGNIFY"
ING GLASS IS PINCHED
8Y A MISALIGNED JOINT.
PINCHED NERVES CANNOT
TRANSMIT HEALTHFUL
IMPULSES. CHIROPRACTICACJUSTING RE
MOVES THE PRESSURE.
THE UPPER NERVE IS
FREEASNATUREINTENDS.

ACT TODAY
Why delay when consultsyon is without charge? Find
out

R. K. Bowman
CHIROPRACTOR
to A. M.

to 12; 2 to 5

P. M. Daily

Moo.. Wed.. Saturday Evenings. 7 to 0

346 Main Street. Rockland. Me.
Teloohone 730
Uncle Ben Says:
"Now listen. Nevvy. the owner ot that Woolworth
the (round floor with ncthin, much but health."

You Know What You Are Doing.
Other People May Not.

Tell Them Through an Advertise
ment In This Paper.

started

on

THOSE WICKED FEET

LATEST, THE FLY TREE

Fly swatters and screens will be rele
gated to the junk pile if the Depart
ment of Agriculture finds that the tlv
killing properties of a sapling grown
from the seed of the coffee tree by
Prof. George Holmes of the University
if Virginia are satisfactory. Tlie sap
ling has been sent to Washington fur
a test of its properties for killing (lie.-,
and with the hope that the seeds will
be distributed throughout the country
to exterminate the pest. Prof. Holnvn
asserted the tree gives out a peculiar
poison fatal to flies, and therefore, is
a boon to humanity.

skyscraper

Those wicked feet which venture
into weird terpsbhorean Interpreta
tions would have their activities cur
tailed by a bill introduced in the
Florida house of representatives by
Representative Riddles. This measure
enumerates several of the contortions
which would come under the ban. In
cluding the "Shinimy-She-Wobble.'
"Buzzard Lope," "Chicken Switch.
"Rabbit Hop." “Cheek to Cheek,”
"Philadelphia Twist" and the "TurnTable-Gallop.”

“HOLD YOUR HORSES!"
Portland Express: Dr. G. L. Crock
ett of Rockland was a visitor at tlie
Maine Historical Library. The Sduntercr has not met the doctor since that
famous district convention, held by
the Democrats in Lewiston about 15
years ago. The doctor was chairman
of the convention and quelled a rising
tumult by advancing to the front of the
platform and calling out in stentorian
tones. "Hold your horses! Hold your
horses!"
. -

y

i'.'.i

Willys Lighting Systems
The Super Farm and Home Light and Power
Plants Reduced to

Lower Than Pre-War Prices
Economies in manufacturing successfully accomplished.
Advantageous contracts for materials. Improved meth
ods in manufacturing and increased facilities.

These are reasons why we are now able to offer WILLYS LIGHTING SYSTEMS nt
prices actually lower than before the War.
L-2-1% K. W. 3 H. P. light plant with 240 Ampere Hour battery was $695.00

BN0W $595.00

.

L-2-1% K. W. 3 H. P. light plant with 160 Ampere Hour battery was $625.00

15 NOW $525.00
SEE THE WILLYS LIGHT JUNIOR
THE NEW ADDITION TO OUR LINE
A Complete Power and Light Plant 600 Watt.—Thirty Lights. UtQQll A A
80 Ampere Hour battery...........................................................................
Every farm and home, where central station current is not available, can now have
electric light and power at lowest possible cost.
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW at new prices for early delivery.
call now for demonstration or literature.

Wire, write or

Some excellent, exclusive territory .still available for dealers.

Harold A. Robbias, Willys Light Co.,
24 TILLSON AVENUE, ROCKLAND, ME.

/■

Every-Other-Day
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COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT!

May 9-14—AnnlverwiryS Week at the local
theatres
May 10—Mass meeting for High School
building in the Arcade.
.May in Fair and dance hy Penobscot View
(irangd Sewing Circle
May 11—Annual aeetlng of Rockland Coun
try club, 7 p m.
.May 11 ( amden, “School For Scandal” by
W. of M. Masque, under auspices Arey-Heal
Post.
May 12—South Thomaston:
Supper and
dance at (.'range hall
May 12-Trial of superdreadnaught Tennes
see on Rockland Course
May 12—Masquerade skating carnival at the
Skating' Rink.
May 13—May Festival at Arcade by Chapin
Class of Universalist church.
May 14—Thomaston : Epworth League cooked
food sale at E. B. Crockett’s store.
May 14—Arbor hay.
May 17—Knox County W. C. T. U. Conven
tion in North Union chapel.
May 20—Country Club, dancing at 8 p. m.
.May 18-19—Money raising campaign of Lit
tlefield Memorial Church
May 20—Meeting of Rockland Lodge of Per
fection at Masonic Temple
May 20-22—Maine State Spiritualist Asso
ciation holds annual convention In Camden.
.May 22—Country Club, final of season, con
cert at 4 30, luncheon 6 30.
May 23—(7 p m )—Regular meeting of the
Woman’s Educational Club, Methodist vesir>.
May 26—Annual levee and ball of .1 F.
Fears Hose Co, In the Arcade.
May 27—Knox-Waldo Music Festival In
Camden Opera House
May 30—Memorial hay
June 7-9—United Baptist Convention of Maine
meets at Baptist church, Camden
July 11-16—Community Chautauqua In Rock
land.
Aug 3—Thomaston, Baptist church circle
hold their summer sale.

Mayor.

at

There will be a Pagelant rehearsal
tonight at the Universalist vestry.
Alan b. Bird has been appointed re
ceiver for the L. X. Littleh lie Grain
Co.

The Men’s Class of the First Bap
tist Sunday school has voted to give
$25 to the Chinese Famine Fund.

When storing furs, be sure of the reliability of the
company to Whom they are entrusted. We store
your furs at 3' < of your valuation.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
Derb?rt Libby is employed in Lib
by Paladino's barber shop over the
lurpee Furniture Co.’s store.

telegraph office while John Sullivan
is having his vacation.
Despatches in the Boston Sunday
papers told of the finding of Miss
Marion C. Butterworth’s body in an
abandoned quarry two miles from
Procter, Vt. Miss Butlerworth was a
classmate of Mrs. Kenneth P. Ixtrd
of Washington, D. C., and Rockland,
nnd was a member of the bridal party
at the latter’s wedding in thist city.
She had lately been suffering from a
nerv.ous breakdown, and after her
disappearance from borne one week
ago a statewide search was made for
her.

Beginning week after next Empire
theatre will be closed the first four
days of each weekt and there will he
a daily change for Friday and Satur
day Commencing May 16 there will
also be a daily change of pictures at
the Park with the exception that for
lseveral weeks there will be a special
picture for Thursdays and Fridays.
While many persons will regret the
closing of the Empire for four days
i week there will b<* a greater num
ber of pictures for the public to se
lect from and the management will
have some of the very best releases
obtainable.

The case of Thomas Hawken vs
E. C. Moran, Jr., of this city and
bounty Attorney Dwinal of Camden William <». Richards is being prepared
saw Bowdoin defeat Maine in the for argument at the June law term in
first game of the intercollegiate Bangor. It is one of three lawsuits
series at Brunswick Saturday. Be which grew out of the near riot on
ing a loyal son of Old Bowdoin Mr. Tillson avenue during a street carni
Moran was properly overjoyed by the val in 1919. It was tried fit the January
The superdreadnaught Tennessee •esult, while Mr Dwinal being an term in 1920 before a drawn jury of
is due at this port tomorrow for her ilumnus of Bates preserved aji air of which Clarence E. Johnson was fore
standardization trial, which will fake strict neutrality.
man, and a verdict for the defendant
place on the Rockland course Thurs
was rendered. A motion for a new
day. The ship has been in commis
The midweek game in the Knox trial was filed, and exceptions were
sion since June, 1920, and was to and Lincoln High School League will filed and allowed. Other cases which
have had net official trial last fall he played at Rockport tomorrow. will go to the June law term include
but one of the dynamos was put out Thomaston High is hoping to make the Norwood will case and Estelle F.
of commission, and the ship was sent it five straight at the expense of Simmons vs Ralph Davis, Ralph Star
hack to New York Navy Yard for re
ttockport. Three will he two Satur rett, Hartwell Davis and Virgil Morton.
pairs. She remained there until the day games:
Lincoln Academy vs.
first of the year when she joined the Thomaston High, in Thomaston, and
The Pythian Sisters hold their reg
fleet at Guantanamo, Cuba, for drills. Vinalhaven High vs. Rockland High ular meeting Wednesday night with
In February her main motor short in Vinalhaven. The dope points to two circle supper at 6 o’clock. House
circuited and she was ordered to more victories for Thomaston hut if keepers in (harge Nellie Lurvey
South Boston dry dock, from which there is any dopcstcr who can tell Electa Philbrook, Edna McIntire and
she now emerges in fine trim for her how. the Rockland.-Vinalhaven game Nettie Freeman.
official test on the Rockland course Is coming out, let him stand up and
The Tennessee is Uncle Sam’s latest speak his little piece.
This is Anniversary Week with all
word in the way of fighting craft, and
the theatres in Black’s New England
will he the first electrically driven
Wanted: The recipe by which Will ’Circuit. Much care has been shown
battleship ever brought here for trial.
in the selection of picture programs.
She embodies many of the principles Sansom catches so many fresh water In Rockland more than any other city
taught by the war, .and in many re fish. On his last trip to Crawford there exists reason for generous pat*
spects is the most wonderful warship Lake he landed three salmon which tronage the reason being that the
afloat. She is 624 feet long, 98 feet weighed 4Vi pounds, 3 pounds, 10 New England circuit had its incep
on the beam and has a displacement •unces and 1 pound and 5 ounces re tion with the local theatres. The
of 32 000 tons. Uncle Sam probably spectively. The fish were exhibited regular theatre advertisements show
Sighed when he dug down in his jeans in the window of the Thomas Sport some choice attractions in store. Tho
for the $30,000,000 which the Tennes ing Goods Co.
public scan el.v needs to be reminded
see is said to have cost, but the in
that Rockland was the third city in
vestment has made the other nations
Several of the Boston steam trawl Maine to have the privilege of see
of the world doff their caps when he ers which have been out of commis ing “Wav Down East.” and that
passes hy. The Tennessee carries sion at that port since March 1, when nearly all of the big releases have
1400 officers and men. Submarine the old agreement with the crews ex been seen in Rockland ahead of most
Chaser 408, Captain Weaver, has al pired, have lately been re-commis- other Maine cities.
ready arrived here, and will he on Slofied in an effort to determine if it
dutv in connection with the trial.
is possible for them to be operated
Jones & Stream Taxi Service—All
profitably in the fishing industry boat and train calls promptly attend
Am at your service to do trucking even with the crews working at re ed to. Reasonable prices on local
and ploughing gardens. Prices right. duced wages. The outcome will be and long trips. Good comfortable
George Winehenbaeh, 602 Main street watched with interest, as it may de open and closed 5 and 7 passenger
-adv.
56-lt
cide whether this type of < t^ft will cars. Telephone 367-6 or 511W, or
be continued in the fishing industry "56. Night calls 367-6.—adv.
Any ex-service men interested in In the meantime the Halifax trawl
51-62
Vocational Training will ploase notify ers, which are run. at about twothe American Red Cross Headquar
thirds the expense of the American
Our sale ot wall papers is still gO'
tors af once.
57-59
boats are landing their catches at ing on. Room patterns $U per bundle.
Portland and Boston, nnd are said to At the C. M. Blake Wall Paper Stpre.
be making money for their owners.
-adv.
47-tf

HALL

THOMASTON
MARSTON

EVERY TUESDAY
HANLEY’S

.s

*

All members of the Woman’s Edu
cational Cluli nre requested to meet
the M. E. church nt 7 o’clock
sharp tonight so as to attend in a
body the mass meeting to he held in
the Arcade.

The music Sunday evening at the
First Baptist church was of an un
usually high order and was much ap
The Woman’s Missionary Society
preciated by an audience of 403.
of the Methodist church will meet
After Sundown" and "The Rosary"
Thursday afternoon at 2.30 with Mrs.
were the selections rendered by Dr.
F. C. Flint, 16 Franklin street.
Luce. ’ceHist of Thomaston and Mr.
The directors of
the Rockland Marsh violinist of this city, accom
panied by Miss Hayden at the organ.
Chautaqua Association are requested
to meet in Hon. Obadiah Gardner’s The choir anthem and the mother's
solo hy Mr. Lord also brought forth
office at the Custom House tonight
for a conference with Carl H. Tur much favorable comment.
ner, the assistant manager. The
Those of our readers who failed for
dates of the Rockland Chautauqua
any reason to see the sunset last even
are July 11-16.
ing missed one of the most glorious
J. B. Williams, relief operator is spectacles that the western heavens
on night dirty at the Western Union ever have exhibited.

Mrs. Walter Robbins has bought the
A. H. Burgess house on Crescent street,
and the family will reside there. The
ileal was negotiated by A. S. Baker of
Cochran, Baker & Cross.

WATTS

GOOD CLOTHES

The church prayer meetings this
evening are half an hour earlier than
usual to allow attendance later on
the mass meeting nt the Arcade in
connection with
the High School
building question.

There will be a special meeting of
tho W. C. T. U. nt the Baptist chapel
A Southend resident is seriously Wednesday at 4 o’clock. The decontemplating asking the City Govern lartment Superintendents are
juested to take their reports.
ment to change the name of Roblnsoi
street to Lover’s Lane.
The stebmship City of Rockland,
Two handsome trotting horses, con formerly of the Boston and Bangor
signed to T. E. Gushee of Camden, ar Division, and the steamer Catherine,
rived hy American Railway Express formerly .n the coastwise service,
have been bought by the Crosby inyesterday from Lexington, Ky.
crests of Bath, together with the
The annual meeting of the Maine steamer Wlwurna, and will be operOsteopathic Association will be held ited by the Kennebec Navigation
at the Falmouth Hotel in Portland Co., of which Carl K. Crosby is at
Thursday at 7.30 p. m. The follow the head. The company contemplates
ing day opens the New England As summer service bet wen Bath and
sociation convention of which Dr. Boston and on the Boothbay Divi
Thomas L. McBeath of Rockland is sion.
president and will preside Dr. Mary
Roller skating is sure having a re
Reuter also of Rockland is a member
of the reception committee. A very vival. A big crowd is in store for
interesting program has been planned 'hursday night when the masquerfor the two days session under the ide carnival is given. Manager Al
direction of Dr. Earl A. Bush of len Ium provided six prizes.
Hartford, Conn. A luncheon at the
Sparks from the chimney of A. M.
Portland Country Club is scheduled
Hastings’ cottage at Ingraham Hill
for Friday noon.
set fire to that building Sunday fore
Lester D. IngeFson, who has been noon, and the family resolved Itself
serving as third officer on the steam into a volunteer department with
ship Saxon is at his Rockland home such good success that the fire w is
on an indefinite visit. Readers of this extinguished before ihe arrival of the
paper will doubtless recall the inter •hendcal from Rockland. “But 1 was
esting letter which Mr. Ingerson wrote mighty glad to see the chemical” says
from Tampico, Mexico, where four Mr. Hastings, who recalled after the
members of the crew were assassinated excitement that it was no light task
on the beach. The letter contained a to lug buckets of water frorn the
severe criticism of the American con ocean up over a steep embankment
sul for his alleged refusal to lend as and then pass them to the man on the
sistance. It was the German consul roof. But for the prompt and ener
getic work done by. Mr. and Mrs.
who finally gave the desired aid. The
Hastings .arid son Donald, the Ingrastory is being retold hy Mr. Ingerson
ram Hill cottages would have stood
to many interested listeners.
The
fair chance of being in ruins yes
steamship
is now hauled
up at terday morning.
Charleston, S. C.

DANCE

JCl

Aurora Lodge will have a special
meeting Wednesday evening with
five candidates nn the Master Mason
degree. Light refreshments will be
served.

the local

The Relief Corps will have no circle
supper Thursday night.

•
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*
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A copy of the music of •Beautiful
Isle of the Rea"' is desired at The
Jourier-Gazette office. It was a very
popular melody half a century and
more ago. Perhaps some older render
can furnish it.

Weather predictions for the next
week in the Atlantic states are: Con
siderable cloudiness normal tempera
ture: rain middle of the week.
Week
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WEATHER THIS WEEK.

Anniversary
theatres.

A MASS MEETING
____
In answer to request of citizens of Rockland, I hereby give
notice of a public mass meeting
to be held in the Arcade, Spring
street, Tuesday, May 10, at 7.30
p. m., at which time and place
citizens may meet and discuss
the Publ ic School situation, and
more especially the matter of
High School conditions.
I hope for a large attendance,
as even such a vital question admits of difference in opinion, and
it is desirous, in fact imperative,
I feel, that ultimately there must
be unanimity sufficient to warrant final action and such a decisive expression can best be had
by a thorough understanding of
the actual facts which govern the
case in hearing.

1921.

Members of the Veteran Firemen’s
Association will be interested to
know that the Bath Veteran Fire
men’s Association has bought a
building which will be converted into
a clubhouse for the members. The
Bath Times says:* “The handtub
Senator Baxter is in a paint shop
now but towards the end of the
month will be taken out and will he
given a general tuning up by th*1
members of ihe association, all of
whom are enthusiastic over the pros
pects of a lively summer at the var
ious musters throughout the New
England States. A trip to Salem,
M^gs., is to be one of the biggest
events in which the machine will be
entered."
Smalley's Bus Is now running be
tween Kockland. Camden and Belfast
connecting for Bangor. Try the New
Bus.—adv.
44tf

WANTED

PRINTER
MAN OR WOMAN
PERMANENT JOB

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, ME.

Mother's Day, among the most Rac
ed of all anniversaries was observed
In Rockland to an unusual extent
Sunday. Appropriate sermons were,
preached hy all the local pastors, and
large congregations heard with ap
proval the fitting tributes which felt
from eloquent lips. Carnations were
iverywhere in evidence pink ones be
ing worn in honor of the_ mothers
who are still living and the white
ones betokening the loss of this be
loved parent. The significance of the
custom is being recognized each
rear hy a larger number of people,
and the observance of it is certainly
to be encouraged.
The Ladies Sewing Circle of the
Penobscot View Grange holds its an
nual fair, supper and dance at its hall
in Glencove this afternoon and even
ing. Marston’s music and the usual
good time is assured.

C. P. Tarr of Rockland, Maine, has
been elected one of the Board of Gov
ernors of the National League nf
Roller Skaters of the United States,
tliliated with the International Skat
ing Union of America (ice), to rep
resent the State of Maine. Mr. Tarr
has full authority to organize the
Maine Skating Association. The Naional League of Roller Skaters is to
govern and control roller skating in
all its branches and to advance the
art of rolling skating. No race or con
test of any kind is a championship
event unless sanctioned
by
the
,eague. No persons who are members
of this League, either in active, ex
hibition or racing, can race in any
ink in any state without the sanc
tion of the League. All persons who
are interested in forming and joining
the Maine Association wiil please
■ommunicate with Mr. Tarr.

Local boxing fans arc interested in
a Boston event tonight, when Nate
Siegal the New England welterweight
champion, will clash with Marty
Summers of New York in the feature
10-round houl. In the event of a
win. Summers will go after another
bout with Eddie Shevlin, wtyo won
from him last fall hy a very harrow
margin.
Roscoe Shibles of Thomaston was
released last week from the county
jail, where he has been sheltered since
his term expired the first of the year.
Turnkey Rokes delivered Shibles to
the Thomaston authorities and the
county Has rendered a bill covering
the prisoners board from the first of
the year until the time of his release.
Shibles was convicted of assnult ahd
battery upon a relative, p.nd was fcent
o the State Hospital for observation.
As the result of the examination he
was rontinded to the county Jail to
serve his sentence.
Notices were ixisted by (he Rock
land & Rockport l ime Corporation
vesterday announcing a general re
due tion of five cents an hour from
the present wage scale. It is under
stood that the order also applies to
the employes of the Limerock Rail
road. The notice expresses the com
pany’s regret at being forced to take
this step' and calls attention to the
material decreases in the price of
lime
wiiih the prospect of (still
further reductions. The new sehed
ule goes into effect May lit. and
would have been inevitable much
sooner. President Wood explains, but
for the fact that the industry has
been running on short time.

A mass meeting will be held In the
Arcade tonight for the purpose of
discussing the question of a new
High School building. Interest In the
proposition was siimulnted yester
day by the straw ballot which was
taken throughout the city hy the
High School pupils. The result has
not been announc'd but is said tn
have shown a considerable preponderenee in favor of building. While
tonight’s meeting has no binding
effect it would doubtless have its in
fluence with the City Government
which is finally to decide the prob
lem. Those who have pronounced
views on the question should be
present Those who stay away and
do their kicking or advocating on the
outside are like voters who do not go
to the caucuses.

To

buy wisely, with assurance of real

economy—get the benefit ol the lower prices and

greater values in Kuppenheimer Good Clothes.
New styles with the same intepritv of fabrics and
>

O

J

tailoring associated with these good clothes
O

£J

throughout tifty years.

E. Blackington

2>.

BOOTS, SHOES, CLOTHING
t/ic hnuse of Kuppenheimer good clothes
• Copyright lQll, The House

Kupoenheiiiier

BORN
Orcutt—Quincy, Mass., May 7. to Mr. and
MPL Charles W. Orcutt (Blanche Creamer), n
daughter—Katherine Adelaide.
Hastings—Rockland, May I, to Mr and Mrs
Eben Hastings, a son— Kills E. ; weight
pounds.
Thompson—Rockland, May 8. to Mr and
Mrs ('handler Thompson, (Ethel Moore), a
BOA—weight 8 pounds.

May Festival
-AND-

MARRIED
Ericson-Erickson—Rockland, May 7, h.v Rev
Benjamin P Browne, John E Ericson of Spruce
Head and Madeline V. Erickson of Bangor.

Pageant of’The Year

DIED
Coffin—Rockport. May 2, Emeline, widow of
Edwin Coffin, aged 82 years. 3 months, 13 days
Burial at Orrs Island. Wednesday.
Burton—Thomaston, May 8, Alvah F. Burton.
a"e<l 67 yea is 4 months. 27 days
Funeral
Wednesday at M. E. church at 2 p m.
t lark—Warren, May 8. Berlinda Clark, aged
81 years. 1 month, 23 days
Walls—Vinalhaven. May 5, Mrs Lucy Walls,
aged 73 years.

AT THE ARCADE

FRIDAY EVENING, MAY 13
Under the auftplces of the Chapin Class of the UniverHalist Church

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our thanks to all who
came so promptly to aid in extinguishing the
recent Are on our premises, esiwckill.v Mr.
Quear and Mr Blake, and the telephone oper
ator who called them and the tire department.
Mr. and Mrs Elbert A. Oxton.

Dancing at 9.00

Pageant 7.30.

MARSTON’S ORCHESTRA

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to extend heartfelt thanks to my
friends and neighbors for their kindness during
my recent bereavement, and for the beautiful
Powers.
Mrs A J. Larrabee

Admission .... 50 Cents

Tickets at W. O. Hewett Co. and E. F. Crockett's
56-57

CARO OF THANKS
We wish to extend sincere thanks to our
friends and neighbors for their kindness during
our bereavement, and for the beautiful floral
offerings.
»
Mrs Eben G. Smith and family.

AGAIN

The charge for publishing a Card of Thanks
is 50 reals, cash to accompany the order
’oetry published with an obituary is charged
for at 10 cents a line

SMITH AUTO SERVICE
PORT CLYDE AND ROCKLAND
One trip daily until June 1

HARRY SMITH

WE GIVE FREE WALL PAPER
Our two-rolls-free-sale the second week of April
: proved so satisfactory that we have decided to repeat it.

MAY 9th-14th

I

We will present our customers two rolls of
FOR SALE -One Ayresliire hull, pure bred.
13 months old, price $75 Due Ayreshire bull
calf, pure bred. 5 Weeks old, $2". Papers with
them if wanted. A 0. BENNER. Castle Kill
Farm, Waldoboro Village, Maine.
.“(»•(»I

I

WALL PAPER FREE
With Each Room Lot Purchased
Ceilings and Oath Rooms Excluded

FOR SALE
Building 18x34 in fine condition.
Would make fine garage.

H, F. KICKS
ROCKLAND, ME.

i

EDWIN H. CRIE CO.
410 MAIN ST.

#1

55 - 57

LASSELL

&

RICH

Announce the opening of their REPAIR SHOP for first class

SERVICE
You Can Talk to Practically

ON ALL MAKES OF CARS
SERVICE CAR ready to go anywhere, any time, day or night.
’ We Invite Your Patronage at

FLYE’S GARAGE

All the People hi the Town

THROUGH THIS PAPER

TELEPHONE 511 W.

221 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Page

Fctj

SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I.—Orah am Norcross, rail
road manager, and his secretary, Jimmie
Dodds, are marooned at Sand Creek tid
ing with a young lady, Sheila Macrae,
and her small cousin. Unseen, they wit
ness a peculiar train holdup, In which
a special car Is carried oil.
CHAPTER II.—Norcross recognizes the
car stolen as John Chadwick's, financial
magnate, whom he was to meet at Portal
City. He and Dodds rescue Chadwick.
The latter offers Norcross the manager
ship of the Pioneer Short Dine, which la
In tlie hands of eastern speculators,
headed by Breckenridge Dunlou, presi
dent of the line. Norcross, learning that
Bhella Macrae is stopping at Portal City,

accepts.

CHAPTER HI.—Dodds overhears con
versation between Rufus Hatch and Gus
tave Henckel, Portal City iii.anclen, in
which they aum.lt coinpilc.ty In Chad kick
kidnaping, theif object being to keep
Chadwick from attending a meeting ol
directors to reorganize the Pioneer Short
Dine, which would Jeopardize their Inter
ests.
CHAPTER IV.—To curb the monopoly
controlled by Hatch ar.d Henckel, tlie Red
Tower corporation, Norcross forms me
Citizens' storage and Warehouse com
pany. He begins to manliest a deep in
terest In Sheila Macrae. Dodds learns
that Sheila is married, but living apart
from her husband.
Norcross does not
know this

CHAPTER V. — Hatch, aware that
Dodds has knowledge of his and Henck
el s participation in tne Chadwick kid
naping, offers him inducements to leave
Norcross. Dodds refuses.
Deavlng tne
office, he Is knocked senseless. Recov
ering consciousness, he learns that Nor
cross has disappeared and is believed to
have resigned and gone east.
CHAPTER VI.—Dodds connects Nor
cross* disappearance with machlnatluns
of Hatch and Henckel, and on recover
ing strength sets out to solve the mys
tery.
CHAPTER VII. - With Klrgan, the
road’s master mechanic. Dodds gets a
line on Norcross' disappearance. They
follow a clue given them ehrough a
missing locomotive.
CHAPTER VIII —The rescue party finds
and releases Norcross from captivity to
which he had been lured. Norcross re
sumes control of the Pioneer short Dine,
refusing to give place to man whom
Dunton has sent to take charge.

CHAPTER IX —Dodds follows an emis

sary of the Red Tower people, spyh

Norcross, to a coal yard, where he over
hears a plot to put Norcross out of
business, and at the risk of his life frus
trates it.
CHAPTER X.—At the home of Sheila
Macrae Dodds is witness of strange
actions of a man he believes has designs on the life of his friend and boss.
He prepares to defend him.

CHAPTER XI.—The sudden return of
Sheila's uncle drives the intruder away.
Eater Dodds recognizes him as Howard
Collingwood, nephew of President Dunton of the Pioneer Short Dine. A series
of wrecks oil the line. Impossible to ex
plain, cause alarm to the Management.
CHAPTER XII.—Durgin, night dis
patcher, routes passenger and freight
trains to meet on a single track. Dis
aster is narrowly averted. Durgin com
mits suicide, leaving evidence that he
was bribed to bring about collision.

CHAPTER XIII—Continued
•'Evidently," barked the boss; and
then; "How did you happen to he
here on that engine, Upton?”
“I've been ahead of you all the way
up from Portal City,” was the calm
reply. "I thought It might be safer
If you had a pilot to show you the
way. I guess 1 must have had a
hunch.”
The boss turned on him like a flash.
"You had something more than a
hunch: what was it—-a wire?”
Sir. Van Britt gritted his teeth a
little, but he told the truth.
“Yes; a friend of ours tipped me
off—not iibout the broken track, of
course, hut just in a general way.”
The break was repaired and the
men were taking the tools hack to
the engine. As we turned to follow
them. Sir. Norcross said: “Just one
more question, Upton. Did your wire
come from the capital?”
But nt this Sir. Van Britt seemed
to forget that he was talking to his
general manager.
"It's none of your d—d business
where it came from," he snapped back;
and that ended it.
Notwithstanding the slow run and
tlie near-disaster on Slide mountain,
we had our meeting with tlie Strath
cona mine owners the following morn
ing; and that much of the special train
trip served its purpose, anyway. The
boss met the minors a good bit more
than half-way, and gave them their
relief—and tlie Hatch-owned smelter
Its knock-out—by promising that our
traffic department would make an ore
tariff to the independent smelter on
the other side of tiie range low enough
to protect the producers.
It was nearly three o'clock in the
afternoon before we got away for the
return to Portal City.
We had seen nothing of Mr. Van
Britt during the day. and until we
came to start out I thought maybe
he had gene back to Portal City on
thi regular train. But at the station
I saw the pilot engine just ahead of
us again, and though I couldn't lie
quite sure. I thou.ht I caught a glimpse
of our atldetic little general superin
tendent on tlie fireman’s box.
The boss was pretty quiet all tlie
way on tlie run down tlie mountain
to Bauxite, and. for a wonder, he
didn't pitch into the work at tlie desk.
I could tell pretty well what he was
thii’Jilng about. For six months he
had been working like a horse to pull
the Short I.inc out of tin- uiudliole of
contempt and hostility into which u
more or less justly aroused public
enmity had dumped it; and now, just
as he was beginning to get it up over
the edge, he had bee.i plainly notified
that he was going ,o he killed If he
didn’t let go.
Just as the way seemed Io he open
ing out to better tilings lor tlie Short
Line, a mis-set switch _or a bullet in

Every-Other-Day
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For a minute or two he didn’t say
anything, but when he did speak I
saw that the truth wasn’t going to
take hold.
"That is gossip, pure and simple,
Hornack. The Kendricks are my
friends, and I have been as intimate
In their household as any outsider
could be. It's merely idle gossip. I can
assure you.”
"Maybe so," said Mr. Hornack, sort
of drawing in his horns when he saw
how positive the boss was about It.
"I'm not beyond admitting that the
young woman who told me Is a little
Inclined that way. But tlie story was
pretty circumstantial: it went so fur
ns to assert tliat 'Macrae' wasn't Mrs.
Sheila's married name at all, and to
say that her long stay with her West
ern cousins was—and still is—really a
flight from conditions that were too
humiliating to be borne.”
"I don’t care what was said, or
the dark would knock the entile liardwTho said it,” the boss cut In brusquely.
Inillt reform experiment into a cocked
“It's ridiculous to suppose that any
hat.
woman, and especially a woman like
There was every reason, now. to
Sheila Macrae, would attempt to pass
hope that the experiment was going
herself off as a w idow wlien she wasn't
to lie a success, at least, at our end
one."
of it, if it could go on Just a little
“I know," said the traffic manager,
farther. Slowly but surely the new
temporizing a little. “But on the
policy was winning its way with the
other hand, I've never heard ihe ma
public. Traffic was booming, and al
jor, or any one else, say outright that
most from the first the Interstate Com
she was a widow. It seems to he Just
merce inspectors laid let us alone, just
taken for grunted. It stirred me up
ns the police will iet a man alone
where there is reason to believe that n hit on Van Britt’s account. You
don't go anywhere to mix nnd mingle
he lias taken a brace anil Is trying
socially, hut It's the talk of the town
Igis best to walk straight.
that Upton is In over his head in that
Also, for the drastic intrastate reg
quarter."
ulations—tlie laws about headlights,
1 shut my eyes and held tny brent In
and safety devices, and grade cross
ings, and full crews, and the making Mr. Hornack hadn't the slightest Idea
of reports to this, that, and the other what thin ice he was skating over,
state official; laws which, if enforced or how tills easy mention of Mr. Van
to the letter would have left tlie rail Britt might be Just like rubbing salt
road management with little to do but i Into a fresh cut. By this time It was
to pay tlie bills; for these something growing dark, and we were running
better was to he substituted. \Ve hail Into Portal City, and I was mighty
Governor-elect Burrell's assurance for glad that it couldn’t last much longer.
this. He had met tlie boss in the lobby The boss didn’t speak again until tlie
of tlie Bullard tlie day after the elec yard switches were clanking under
the car. and then he said:
tion. and I had heard him say;
“Upton Is well able to take core of
"You have kept your promise. Nor
cross. For the first time in its his himself, Hornack, and I don't think
tory, your railroad lias let a state we need worry about him." and then
campaign take its course without bully over his shoulder to me: “Jimmie, it’s
ing, bribery, or underhanded corrup time to wake up. We're pulling in."
As he always did on a return trip.*
tion. You'll get your reward. We
are going to have new laws, and a Mr. Norcross ran up to his office to
Railroad Commission with authority see if there was anything pressing,
to act both ways—for the people when before lie did anything else. May
it's needed, and for the carriers when was still at his desk, and in answer
they need it. If you can show that to the boss’ question he shook his
the present laws are unjust to your head.
"No; nobody that couldn't wait,” he
earning powers, you'll get relief and
the people of this commonwealth will said, referring to the day’s callers.
"Mr. Hatch was up with a couple of
cheerfully pay the hills."
Past all this, though, and even past men that I didn't know, but he only
the murderous machinations of the wanted to inquire if you would he
disappointed grafters, there was the In the office this evening after dinner.
old sore: the original barrier that no 1 told him I’d find out when you came,
amount of internal reform could break and let hire know by ’phone."
down. There could lie no permanent
I thought, after all that had hap
prosperity for the Short Line while its pened. Hatch certainly had his nerve
majority stock was controlled by awn to want to come and make a talk
who cared absolutely nothing for the with the man his hired assassins were
property as a working factor in the trying to murder. But If Mr. Norcross
life and activities of the region it i took that view of it, he didn’t show
served.
It. On the contrary, he told Fred it
That was the way 'Mrs. Sheila had i would he all right to telephone Hatch;
put it to the boss, one evening along I that he was coming down after din
In the summer when they were sit- j ner and the office would be open, as
ting out on the Kendricks' porch, and i usual.
I had hutted in, as usual, with a bunch
I slipped out and went to Mr. Van
of telegrams that didn't matter. She Britt’s office at the other end of the
had said that the experiment couldn’t ball. Bobby Kelso was there, holding
he a success unless the conditions the office down, and I asked him where
could lie changed in some way ; that , I could find Tarbell. Luckily, he was
so long as the railroads were owned i able to tell me that Tarbell was at
or controlled by men of the Mr. Dun- i that moment down in the station res
ton sort nnd used as counters in the taurant, eating his supper; so down
money-making game, there would never I went nnd butted in with my story
lie any real peace between the com of the Hatch call, and how It was to
panies and ihe people at large.
be repeated a little later on.
It was at Bauxite Junction that we
“I’ll he there,” said Tarbell; and
picked up Mr. Hornack. 1 was glad with that load off my mind, I mogged
when I saw him eome in. 1 had just off up-town to the club to get my own
been thinking that it wasn't healthy dinner.
for the boss to he grilling there at
When I broke Into the grill-room at
the window so long alone, and I knew the railroad club, I found that Mr. Nor
Mr. Hornack would keep him talking cross had hpaten me to it by a few
about something or other all the rest minutes; that he had already ordered
of the way in.
his dinner nt a table with Major Ken
For a little while they talked busi drick. 1 suppose, by good rights. I
ness. By and by thp business talk ought to have gone off into a corner
wound Itself up and I heard Mr. Hor by myself, hut I saw that the boss had
nack say: “I saw Ripley going in on tipped a chair at the end of tlie table
where I usually sat, so I Just went
ahead and took it.
Coming In late, that way, I didn't
get thp first of the talk, but I took It
that the boss had been saying some
thing about his rare good luck in hav
ing the major for a table-mate two
days in succession.
“The honoh -is mine, my deah boy,”
the genial old Kentuckian was telling
him as I sat down. "I was by way
of picking up a bit of information
late this afte'noon that I thought
ought to be passed on to you without
any great delay.”
The boss looked up quickly. “What
is it, major?" he Inquired. “Are you
going to tell me that something new
has broken loose?"
“I wish I might he that he’pfully
definite—I do so, Graham. But I can't.
It's me'uhly a bit of street talk. They're
telling it, oveh at the Commercial
club, thrit Hatch and John Marshall—
you know him—that Sedgwick stock
johbe'n who has been so active in this
Citizens' Storage & Warehouse busi
ness—have finally come togetheh.”
"In a business way, yon mean?”
The major gave a right and left
twist to his Mg mustaches and
“Mrs. Macrae Isn't a Widow At All.” shrugged one shoulder.
“They are most probably calling it
Number Six this morning, and he business," he rejoined.
hud company; .Mrs. Macrae, and the
The boss nodded. "I know what lias
major's wife, and the husky little-girl happened. In spile of the fact that
cousin. They've been visiting at the the local people know that their eco
capital, so they told me, and I expect nomic salvation depends upon a wide
the major will be mighty glad to see and even distribution of their C. S.
them buck."
& W. stock, there has been a good
c 1 didn't hear what Mr. Norcross hit of buying nnd selling and swap
said, if lie said anything at all, hut ping around. I remember you proph
If 1 had been store deaf I think I esied that in a little while we’d have
should have heard the thing that Mr. another trust in the hands of a few
Hornack said when he went on.
men. You may recollect that I didn’t
“I heard something the other day dispute your prediction. 1 merely said
in Portal City that seems pretty hard tliat our ground leases—the fact tliat
to believe, Norcross. It was at one all of the C. S. & W. plants and build
of Mrs. Stagford's ‘evenings,’ and 1 ings are on railroad land—would still
was sitting out a dance with a certain give us the whip-hand over any new
young woman who shall lie nameless. monopoly that might be formed.”
We were speaking of the Kendricks,
“Yes, suh; I remember you said
and she gave me a rattier broad hint that,” the major allowed.
that .Mrs. Macrae isn't a widow’ at
“Very good. Marshall and his pocket
all ; tliat her husband Is still living.” syndicate may have acquired a voting
My heavens! I had figured out a control In C. 8. & W„ and they may
thousand ways In which the boss might he willing now to patch up an alliance
get wised up to the dreadful truth, with Hatch. But In that case the new
hut never anything like this; to have monopoly will still lack the one vital
it dropped on him that way out of a Ingredient; the power to fix .prices.
clear sky I

.

„

........... - - -

fDon’t Be^Extravagant
Bv being too economical—think of the cost of doing without. The older the stove
tlie more it wastes, not only in food and patience but in fuel. Saving a few pounds
of coal each day means hundreds of pounds in a-year. A Modern Glenwood gives
wonderful results with the smallest amount of fuel. Get one and start saving now.

'•<

This Glenwood is shown in the wonderful tiearl grey porcelain
enamel finish—so neat and attractive. By simply passing a
damp cloth over the surface you are able to clean your range
instantly. No more soiled hands, no more dust and smut.
It banishes the old time task of blacking the range. Picture
the splendid appearance it would make in your kitchen.

Call to-day and ace for yourself how a modern

Glenwood Kanue “Makes Cooking Easy”

Burpee Furniture Co., Rockland

If there Is a new combine, and it trios
Io make the producers and merchants
pay more than the pcreed |»er«-eiitn?es
for storage ami handling- —"
"I know,” Ihe major cut in. "You all
will lire lip in the majesty of youh
wrath and put it oat of business by
reriniiintlntr lie leases. I hope yon
may: I sult'inly do hope you may.
But yell’ll recollect tliat I didn't advise
you on that point, suh.
You look
Misteli Ripley's op’nion. Maybe the
cou't-* w il hold with you. hut. candid
ly, Graham. I doubt it—doubt it rigid
much.”
The l oss didn't seem to be much
seared up over the doubt, lie just
smiled and said we'd lie likely Io find
out what was in*tlie wind, and that
before very long. Then he spoke of
Hatch's afternoon call at our offices,
and mentioned Ihe fact that tlie Red
Tower president would probably try
again, later in the evenin':.
The major lot Hie business matter
droji. and bo was working his wav
patiently through the salad course
when he looked up to sav:
“Was the e anything in ynuh trip
to Strntle ona io warrant Sheila's lit
lie telegraphic dangeh signal, Gra
ham?"
“Nothing worth mentioning.” said
the to s. witLojt turning a hair; do
ing it, as I i aile sure, because he
didn't wa d Mrs. Sheila to be mixed
up in tie- pli.uing business, even by
Implication.
The major didn’t press the inquiry
any farther, amt when he -poke again
It was of ,ii entirely different matter
“Awn-, idol,- in the beginning, some
body I ti i’ ; ii win John Chadwick—
spoke of you ns n man with a sawt
of raw head aml-Moody-hones tempeh,
Graham: what have von done with
that tempeh In these lieah latteli
days?”
TIP' boss’ smile was a good-natured
grin.
"Temper Is not always a nin'tcr of
temperament major. S nii'tlmo; it Is
only a n.< ops n, an end Much of my
experience ha been in tie- constmotion eamjis. where I have laid Io deal
with men In tlieiraw. Just the same,
there have been moments within the
past six uionlhx- wlien I hare been
sorely tempted to hum tlie w ires with
a few choice words of the short and
ugly variety mid throw up my job."
“Which ns \oii may say. brings us
around to Pre dent Dunton.” pul in
the old lawyer shrewdly, “lie Is still
opposing youh policies?”

MONIIEGAN
Hairy T. Sanborn of Rockland was
in town this week writing insurance.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank WincajKaw and
daughter
Florence
are
visiting
friends in Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wicapaw
have moved in to the house owned by
George Pierce.
Mrs. Van Horn of Swan’s Island is
working at the *IYibler Cottage.
Mrs. Dwight S?anley and little son
returned home lasit week
from
Friendship.
Mrs. Walter Davis has been ap
pointed State Regent for thf* Preven
tion of Cruelty to Animals.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth H. Wallace
ar.d. A. S. Wallace were in Friendship
last week.

THAT BAD

SACK

Do you have a dull, steady ache in
the small of the back—sharp, stab
bing twinges when stooping or lifting
—distressing urinary disorders? For
bad back and weakened kidneys Rock
land residents recommend
Doan’s
Kidney Pills.
Read this Rockland
man’s statement.

Fred Clark, carpenter, 9» N. Main
St., says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills have
been an old standby with me for sev
eral years. I use them as a preven
tive. When my back began to bother
me,, there was a dull, weakness across
it and my kidneys were unnatural.
The kidney secretions passed irregu
larly, too? At these times 1 always
started in taking Doan’s Kidney Pills
and they never failed to relieve rneDoan’s toned up my kidneys and gave
me better health generally. I recom
mend them at every opportunity.”
Price 60c, at all*dealers. Don’t sim
ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that
Mr. Clark had.
Foster Milburn Co.,
Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

There is no “cure,” but
wheezy breathing may
oftentimes be relieved
by inhaling the soothing
medicated* vapors of—

OUR MOTHERS

MAT1N1CUS ROCK

[’/or Tie’ Courier Gazette]
We try lo make her happy.
We .di are bright and gay,
We wear a white carnation
I'm' 'i
M
. ?

We take the household
We work with merry
We're tender wise and
Mo.her, todayt must

duties,
zest,
thoughtful,
rest.

We're filled with sense of duty,
We ail must do our part.,
And mother, our patient mother.
iBooks on with loving heart

But some are sad and lonely,
There’s some who can't be gay,
No mo*her dear Is near them
To share the Mother’s Day.
God in His a 11-wise power
Has taken the loved one home.
To sit In the place of the righteous.
There, beside the throne.

But you, who still have mother.
Don't wait from year to year,
But each day make her happy,
While she is with y^i here.

We'll wear the white carnations,
TIs of the day a part.
.
But let us try to wear them
Each day within our heart.
And make a world-wide meaning,
l«t five With us aliva>.
Lei each and every morning
Begin as "Mother's Day "

ASH

Monhegan, May 5.

be continued—Began March 31.
Hack copies can be supplied.

Telephone that item of news to Tho
Courier-Gazette, wb«T6 thousands Gt
readers will nee <t.

DOCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ESTABLISHED 1868
DEPOSITS $2,284,482.49
Deposits draw interest from first day of each month.
Dividends for past two years Lave he.en at the rate
of 4% per annum.
p
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ANY-TIME

-MOVING::
ANY-PLACE
ANY-WHERE

We have just put into jprvica a new Fackard Threc-Ton Truck,
on giant pneumatic tires. We can give you service and save you
crating, time and money. Latest up-to-date equipment. We move
you anywhere in New England.
Just say “Moving,” we do the rest. We will guarantee you never
had so much pleasure in moving.

H. H. STOVER &
TELEPHONE 219—740.

To

The tii t \vc'*k .in May we enjoyed
a few days pleasant weather followed
by a cold wave.
Thi* Mother Carey’s chickens have
arrived and we listen every night for
th» :r song. It's a sign of a ,pleasant
day following.
F. O Hilt and A. J. Beal set lobster
traps Wednesday last week.
M • due came on Sunday and all
was quiet but Mopdny night there
was a double racket when every one
got out to hr.ng May baskets; No
orfe was slighted and the fun kept
up until quite, a. late hour.
We n.id with iqter.est the items in
’1 lie Courier-Gazette in which our
inshore neighbor Mr. Godfrey makes
mention of Hies being way nut here.
We ; re thinking, th° time isn’t far
away when the runs* piltoeg will also
be with us*. They are equal to Jedsey
mosquitoes
Mr/ V .1, Pa.<1 is \.r\ busy these
days le lpiie; little < flicks get through
ihe touch *b< il* ai d keeping them in
ihe house until they are oti their feet
/it is proiui of the little Ho k of 17
nnd smart little chicks at that.

Over Z 7 Million Jan Used Ytailu

CO.

NIGHT PHONE 743.

5

Every-Other-Day

” Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 10, 1921.

ROCKLAND HIGH’S AWAKENING
Gave Rockport

Lads What Paddy Gave
Thomaston Takes Lead.

May 11—Thomaston High vs. Rock
port High in Rockport.
May 14—Lincoln Academy vs. Thom
aston High In Thomaston.
May 14—Vlnalhaven High vs. Rock
land High, in Vlnalhaven.
• • • *
*
Thomaston High became the undis
puted leader in the Knox and Lincoln
League, Saturday, when its victory
over Camden High broke the tie whicli
has existed between those teams since
the series started.
Four straight
games look pretty good to, those lads
from the home of Knox, but they
realize that it Is too early in the sea
son to make idle boasts so they are
saying nothing and manufacturing
fuel. Rockland and Vlnalhaven were
the predicted winners in the other Sat
urday contests, and did not disap
point their Wiends.
The amazing
score which Rockland piled up aguinst
Rockport (the team that Camden de
feated by only one point) shows that
the Llmerock City boys are very much
in the race despite their two unfor
tunate clashes with Thomaston. Tlie
standing:
*
Won Lost P. C.
Thomaston High .......... 4
It
1.000
C'amden High ................ 2
1
.COG
Ki ckland High .............. 2
1
.(M
Vinalhaven High .......... 1
1
.500
Rockport High .............. 0
3
.000
Lincoln Academy .......... 0
3
.000
* • • •
Thomaston 13, Camden 3
Over in Thomaston they don’t call
it tha “fatal seventh" atty more. They
call it the “lucky seventh,” and with
very good reason for the 7th inning
lias been Thomaston’s mascot in the
last two games, seven scores being
made by tliat team on eacli occasion.
Camden was the victim of the jinx last
Saturday, and Vinalhaven was the
victim a week ago Saturday, but with
this difference that Vlnalhaven lost a
game which it had apparently won,
while Camden only plunged deeper
into the mire as the result of the 7th
inning streak.
Both teams wanted Saturday’s game
go badly that they exhibited a case of
nerves at times, and playing that was
consequently weird. Vet the game was
always interesting, and the crowd
seemingly did not mind either the
misplays or the frigid breeze which
once more played hide and seek on the
liilitop.
There was curiosity, too, to see this
man Willey, the Camden twirler who
had struck out 22 men in the Rockport
game. He was reported as a bit un
stable in his delivery, and so the early
innings proved. Feehan, who is get
ting to be tlie terror of the opposing
pitchers as first man up. sized up
Willey for a single. He stole second,
and after that didn’t have to do any
of the worrying or working, for a wild
pitch sent him to third, and another
sent him across the plate. Had there
been lime enough “Tippy” would have
written a graceful note of acknowl
edgement for Willeys' kindness, hut
1'eehan is a very busy man, so the
thanks were deferred.
Two bases on balls, two wild pitches,
two passed balls, and Vpham's single
were the chief factors in the three runs
which Thomaston made in the second
innir.g, and which were partially offset
in that inning by Camden’s temporary
hatting streak.
Thomaston chalked up two more
runs in the third inning, hut it was
also an inning which was nigh unto
being the home team's undoing. With
the bases full and only one out. Elliot
made an expensive error at first, and
Ogier scored. Sawyer followed with a
misplay on Willey's grounder and the
bases were again filled. Opportunity
was rapping loudly at Camden’s door,
but Cap'n. 1.inekin saved the day by
retiring the next two batters.
Fpham gave way to Feehan in the
4th inning, and there ensued a very
pretty pitcher’s battle, in which both
Feehan and Willey showed real class.
Feehan kept up his stride for the re-

WATERMAN’S BEACH

the Drum—

mainder of the game, but the rangy
Camden . twirler broke badly on the
back stretch, in what will forever bo
known in Thomaston annuls as the
"Lucky Seventh.”
With two men down Thomaston
scored seven runs on the strength of
three singles, four liases on halls, a
wild pitch, five stolen bases, a passed
hull and a solitary error.. Willey was
withdrawn midway of these ill-starred
proceedings and Bean with no warm
ing up finished the inning. Calderwood
pitched for Camden in the last inning.
If the game had an individual star
it was certainly Elliott, who more than
made amends for his ope error by hav
ing 11 putouts and making four suc
cessive singles.
Ill spite of its disastrous finish Cam
den is still confident that it can de
feat Thomaston on the return game.
That, however, is another story. The
score:
Thomaston High
ab r bh «i po a e
Feehan, if, p ....... 5 2 2 2 0 3 2
E. Lindsey, 2b .... 3 1 0 0 0 4 0
Sawyer, 3h ......... 4 1 0 0 1 1 1
Linekin, ss ......... 4 10 0 12 2
Staples, cf, if ..... 5 0 1 1 0 0 0
A. Lindsey, rf ..... 3 2 0 0 0 0 0
Elliot, lb ............. 4 3 4 4 11 0 1
Rlsteen, c ............. 2 2 • 0 13 2 0
Upham, p ............. 10 110 0 0
Robertson, cf ..... 2 10 0 10 0

33 13 8 8 27 12
Camden High
ab r bh tb po a
Ogier, ss
.......... 5 11110
Clark, cf,lb, 3b .4 0 0 0 1 0
Dodge, c ............... 5 0
1 1 13 4
Bean, lb, p ........ 5 0 0 0 5 0
Will.y, p, cf ....... 3 11112
Ingraham, 2b ..... 4 1 2 2 2.1
Hanson, if ........... 4 0 ii 0 1
0
Morse, rf ............. 3 0 0 o • 0
Calderwood,3h, p 4 0 1 1 0 0

Mary and Winnie May are all out of
T. D. pipes. They say that it is hard
to get them. Captain Elwell says that
there are some on sale in Camden. If
any reader has a spare new one, please
send it along.
Our postmaster has hung out a sign
that reads, "Pippins, 5 cents.” I called
for one and found that It costs 7 cents
to smoke it. Winnie keeps another
box in the show-case called "Nines.”
One would suppose that they sold for
9 cents, but they draw very easy at 7
cents each.
The farmers are now working by
daylight saving time—that is, they
work from sun to sun.
I had four baby geese a. week old
Sunday. An old hen is acting as step
mother to them. You city people would
laugh to see rabbits, chickens, old hens
and baby geese all eating out of the
same dish.
1 enjoyed a moving picture show this
Sunday morning at 3 o’clock. The Bos
ton boat was throwing out her search
light and it shone into my sleeping
room. White Head light can be seen
from my room, also Two Bush and the
many lights all over the channel, and
on clear nights there are to be seen
countless numbers of stars. Some of
them we are told are so much larger
than our little stars that they have
two moons to regulate them.
It is

No. 1446.

OF THE

6

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

e
1
0
0
0

At Rockland, in the State of Maine, at the close of business on April 23, 1921.
RESOURCES
Loans and discounts, including rediscounts ............................................. $843,819 01
Deduct: Notes and bills rediscounted wish Federal Reserve Bank ..
50,250 00
Overdrafts, unsecured .....................................................................................
Customers’ liability account of "Acceptances’’ executed by (his bank
anil by other banks for account of this bank, and now outstand
*
U S. Goa eminent Securities owned:
Deposited lo secure circulation (V. S bonds par value) ..................
150,000 00
All o her United Stales Government Securities.......................................
37,224 84
Tota I ......................................................................................................................
Other bonds, slocks, securities, etc................................................ . . . . . . .
Banking House ....................................................................................................
20,000 00
Furniture and fixtures ............................................................................
1.116 86
Cash in vault .............. ............................................................................... . ..*.
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ...............................................
Net amounts due from national banks.............. ............................................
Net amounts due from banks, bankers, and trust companies in the
United States (other than included in above items, ..................
Checks on other banks in the same city or town as reporting bank
T»»tal of four next preceding items ...............................................................
75.955 18
Checks on banks located outside of city or town of reporting bank
and other cash items ...............................................................................
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer

0

0
0
0

0

Total

Capital stock paid in .........................................................................................
Surplus fund .................................................................................. ........Ill
Undivided profits ........................................................................
65^426 98
Reserved for interest and taxes accrued.............................
15,124 45
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid.........................................
Circulating notes outstanding ....................................................................... *
Net amounts due to State hunks. bankers, and tnist companies in the
United States and foreign countries ......................................................
Certified checks outstanding.......................................................................
To’ai of two preceding items ................................................................. *....
individual deposits subject to check..................................................... . . . . .
Certificates of deposit due In less than 30 days...................................... .
Dividends unpaid ..........................................................................................
Total »»f dehiund deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Re
serve ................................................................................................................
Certificates of deposit ................................................................................
Other lime deposits ................ ...........................................................;
Total of lime deposits subject to Reserve .................................................
United States deposits (oilier than postal savings,
Including
War
Loan deposit account and deposi.s of United
States Disbursing
offices

aged

81.

who

I

21,116
15,390
53,176
11,464

86
68
46
11

9,879 31
1,434 64
6,099 19
7,500 00

$1,677,783 39
$150 000 00
loo.ooo 00

80,551 43
18,578 32

61,973 11
139,600 00
2,897 45
4.037 64

6,935 09

331,427 03
31,168 56
473 00

363.068 59

13 820 56
816,388 04

830,208 60

...................................................................................................................

1,000 00
25,000 00
11,677,785 3ft

State of Maine. County of Knox, ss
1, H K Robinson, Cashier of the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
n: med bank, do solemnly swear that the above and belief.
H E ROBINSON. Cashier.
Hu’ scribed and sworn to before me this 5th day of Mav, 1921
(Seal)
ARTHUItC ORNE, Notary Public

Correct

Attest

LEROY F CHASE,
I.ILFORD II BUTLER,
k ANSON CR1E,

Directors.

No. 2371. Reserve District No. 1.

REPORT OF THE

CONDITION

-OP THE—

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
At Rockland, in the State of Maine at the close of business on April 28, 1921.
RESOURCES
Loans and discounts ............................................... .........................................
Overdrafts, unsecured ......................................................................................
U S. Government securities owned:
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S. bonds par value) ......................
Ail other United States Government Securities...............................
Total .................................................................................................................... .
(Rher bonds, stocks, securities, etc..................................................................
Bunking House ...................................................................................................
Furniture and fixtures .....................................................................................
(ash in vault .....................................................................................................
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.................................................
Net amounts due from* national banks .........................................................
(hecks on hanks in the same city or town as’ reporting bank (other
than Item 13) ........... ......................................................................
Total of Items ft. 10, 11, 12. 13 and 14.........................................................
( hecks on banks located outside of city or town or reporting bank
and other cash items ... .........................................................................
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer

$670,419 56
278 43
85,000 00
23,151 59

108,151 59
489.688 21

20.000 00
1.000 00

21.000
17,294
48,389
67.417

00
66
87
70

7,300 40

74,718 10

9,214 51
4,250 00

Total . .^.........................................................................................................

100.000 00
20,000 00

44,037 21
25,074 75

18,962 46
83.4OH 00
192,224 27
20,000 00

212 2°4 27

456 00

1,007,992 91
369 29

.008,818 20

Total ................................................................................................................

$1,443,404 93

State of Maine, County of Knox, ss:
I. Edward F. Berry, Cashier of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that tlie above
statement is true to tbe best of my knowledge and belief
EDWAR1L-F. BERRY, Cashier
Subscribed and sworu to before me this 6th day of Mav, 1921
(Seal]
WALTER H BUTLER, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest : A. S BAKER,
V)
CHARLES T SMALLEY, z Directors.
C. I BURROWS,
,

No. 890.

Reserve District No.

1.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—OF TriE=.

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
At Thomaston, in the State of Maine, at close of business on April 28, 1921.
RESOURCES
Loans and discounts, Including rediscounts (except those shown in
b and c) ..................................................................................................... $163,760 75
Acceptances of other banks discounted.........................................................
32,031 22»
Overdrafts, unsecured .......................................................................................
(’. 8. Government Securities cwned :
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S bonds par value) .....................
50,000 00
All o her United Stales Government Securities........................................
52,443 62
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc...............................................................
To:al ......................................................................................................................
Banking House ...................................................................................................
9,000 00
Furniture and Fixtures ................................................................................
7.500 001
(’ash in vault ........................................................................................................
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.........................................
Net amounts due from national banks ..........................................................
Net amount due from banks, bankers, and trust companies iu the
United States (other than included in Items 9, 10 or 11 .. .
Total of Items 9. 10. 11, 12. 13 and 14 .......................................................
33,721 531
Cheeks on banks located outside of city or town of reporting bank
and other cash Items ...............................................................................
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S Treasurer
Total ........................................................................................................................
LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid In .......................................................................................
Surplus fupd ......................................................................................................
Undivided profits ...............................................................................................
Less current expenses, interest, and tans paid........................................
Circulating notes outstanding ...........................................................................
Individual deposits subject to check ......................................................
Dividends unpaid ...............................................................................................
Total of demand deposits (other titan tank deposits) subject to Re
serve Lems 27, 28. 29, 30, 31 and 32 .................................................
Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed ........................
Other time deposits .......................................................................................
Total ..............................................................................................................

195,791 97
91 05

373.683 60
102,443 62
16,500
5,378
24,500
26,557

00
86
14
62

7.163 91
1,350 98
2,500 00

OIRe. 400 Mtla Strut, ROCKLAND, NAIRI

OIRm

28.833 28
11,617 63i

OFFICE TELEPHONE 100-W

Capt. Leeman of the “Vernia
Mae” Says His Troubles All

Disappeared When l ie Got
Tanlac—Eeels

Just

Fine

Now.
“Even before I had finished my first
bottle of Tanlac I noticed my appetite
had a new start and my other troubles
were beginning to lose their grip,’’ said
Captain Plummer E. Leeman, wellknown skipper of the “Vernia Mae,”
residing at New Harbor, Me.
“Yes, sir, those alarming symptoms
which made me think my stomach had
gone on the reef for good disappeared
right along when I got Tanlac, and

123.083 341

65
00
54
00

10 000 00
488,460 56

$755,961 75

Houtn.

now I feel like a brand new man. I
suffered,for about three years with in
digestion and at times I couldn’t eat
anything without having a terrible
time with my stomach. I was almost
a complete nervous wreck, couldn’t
sleep and always got up in tlie morn
ings all tired out and so sick I just
had to force down what little break
fast I ate.
“Well, my brother-in-law put me on
to Tanlac and I must say it herfts any
thing I ever saw’ to build a fellow up
and make him fee like something. 1
sleep like a top now and every morn
ing I get up ready for a heary break
fast and my stomach never gives m$*
the least bit of trouble.
Tanlac Is
simply great, that's the only way to
say it.”
Tanlac is sold in Rockland hy Cor
ner Drug Store; in Washington hy P.
L. laid wig; in North Haven by W. S
Hopkins; in South Thomaston by L.
O. Hanley,\and by the leading drug
gists in every town.—adv.

TEL.

0M.

DR. J. C. HILL
Residence and Offica, 266 Main Street
Office Hours:

Rockland, Ma.

10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to

2 P. M.) 6 to 8 P. M.

ItS-tf

Dr». T. L. & Ruth McBeatk
Osteopathic Physicians
M UNION STREET. ROCKLAND, NAIMS
HOUKS: 0:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE 130
1-lt

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Offlet: YINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON

Offin Haun: I ia 3 and 7 tn I p. M.
Rttldenon until 0 A. M. and ky Aooelataaal
TELEPHONES: RmBUbm, 41-4; OBm. 140*

89-tf

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter

Osteopathic Physician
he square honest men and the people
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
on the route trusted them with their
Eastern Standard Time
hank hooks and their money. Caring
Trains Leave Rockland for
for the mail is a small part of the Augusta, AJT.OOa. m.. 17.30 a. m.,tl.lO p. m.
duties of a mail carrier in this section. Bangor. A57.01) a. ni . 17.30 a. in . 11.10 p. m.
in., 17.30a. in., tl-10 p. in , |4.25
Mrs. William Foster, better known p.Bath.Al".00a
in.. A §4.30 p in.
as Aunt Abbie, has been very sick at Boston . A§7.00a. ni . 17.30a. m.. 11.10 p. m.
her home over on the Beach road. Her Brunswick .A §7.00 am., 17.30aiu., 11.10 p.m,.
p. in.
many friends will he pleased to learn 14.25
Lewiston, A87.00 a. m . 17.30 a. m.. fl-10 p. ni.
tha she is again up and about th< New York. 14.25 p. ni.
Portland, A{7.00a. in., |7.30u. in., jl.10 p. m.,
house.
C. D. S. G.

SOUTH THOMASTON
A very praiseworthy talk with illus
trations was given at the Grammar
school last week for the benefit of the
pupils, by Leroy Allen on his tw’o
years in Africa. It was a lecture well
w’orth hearing and from the reports, it
w’ould seem that older people would
get a rare treat if Mr. Allen could find
it convenient to relate his experiences
sometime for the benefit of the public.
Starting from the Black Hills lie takes
his audience into many places of un
usual interest and tells of many things
that one well versed in geography has
best remote knowledge of.
South Thomaston was on the map
last Thursday evening when a supper
and dance was given at the Grange
hall W’hich proved to be the best yet.
The automobiles which came from long
distances as well as from surrounding
towns told the tale only too plainly as
to whether we have a goodly number
of staunch supporters in our efforts
to keep our little town intact. Not
since the dedication of the hall has
such an immense crowd been seated at
the tables in the banquet hall or
crowded into the dance hall which is
very capacious.
The affair spelled
success from start to finish both socialy and financially and the commit
tee w’hich served the diners as well as
dancers did themselves proud.
The
proceeds of over $165 talks right out
loud. There^vill be another Thursday
evening. The crowd cannot be too
large to find accommodations in the
Keag so come and bring your friends
whom we feel sure are our friends
also. It would not he amiss to state
that the quantity and quality of food
served and sold was almost appalling.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Anderson have ar
rived in Town and are to spend the
summer guests of Mr. Anderson’s
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Wade.
Leslie Allen and Benjamin Wiggin
have returned home after having made
a trip to Italy on board a freighter.
They report a pleasant trip hut are
glad to get back to their home again.
George Green and daughter Mrs.
Lizette Rollins, arrived Tuesday to
open up the house for the summer. Mr.
Green is wonderfully improved in
health.
The houses which have been closed
for the winter are rapidly opening for
the summer and we are glad.
Wilbur Stamp w’ho has been in tlie
Navy several years Is home oii a
short furlough.
The Baums are putting a grocery de
livery on the road, trips to be made
Mondays and Thursdays.

ENGLISH OAK MOST DURABLE
Specimens of It Have Been Known to
Survive in Good Preservation for
•
Centuries.
The durability of English oak Is the
greatest of any known forest timber,
discoveries having been made that it
is preserved almost as well under
water through centuries ns It is when
shielded by roofs in ancient castles.
Professor Burnett of London pos
sessed a piece of English oak from
King John’s palace at Elthnm, per
fectly sound and strong, which can lie
1 raced back for more than five Inin
dred years. The oaken shrine of Ed
ward the Confessor is more than eight
hundred years old. One of the oaken
coronation chairs In Westminster ab
bey has beeu there for more than five
centuries.
In Gloucester cathedral there are
thirty-one stalls of rich tabernacle
work executed in oak in the reign of
Edward III, and beautifully perfect.
When the foundations of the old Savoy
palace in London, built 700 years
previously, were torn down, the piles,
ninny of which were of oak, w’ere
found in a state of perfect soundness.
A vessel, found In the river Bother. In
Kent, said to date hack to Ihe time of
King Alfred, was found to he sound
despite the fact that its oaken keel
had been buried in the mud. An oak
boat was found near Brigg In an al
most perfect condition, despite the
fact It w’as nearly tw’o hundred years
old.—Detroit News.

11.25 p. m.
Waterville. A87.00 a.m.. 17.30 a. in.. 11.10 p m.
Woolwich. 87.00a.m., 17.30a.m., 11.10p.m .
11.25 p. in.. 84.30 p in.
1 Daily, except Sunday.
{ Sunday only.

A Passengers provide Awn ferriage between Wool
wich anil Bath.
D. C. DOl'GEASS,
M. I.. HARRIS,

4 21 21 V I’. & Gen'l Mgr.

Gen’l Passenger Agt.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE
STEAMSHIP CAMDEN

Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursdays and Sat
urdays at S P. M. (Standard Time) for Boston
Iteiurn—Leave Boston Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridays at 6 I*. M (Daylight Saving Time,
Leave Rockland Tuesdays. Thursdays and Sat
urdays at 5 A M. (Standard Time, for Uamdeii,
Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangbr
Leave Bangor 2 P. M. (Standard Time) for
Rockland, Boston and way landings.
MT. DESERT A BLUE HILL LINES
BAR HARBOR LINE
(Standard Time)
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 A M for North Haven, Ston
ington, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Seal Harbor, due Bar Harbor 11 45 A. M.
Return—Leave Bar Harbor 1.00 P. M. for
Rockland and way landings
BLUE HILL LINE
(Standard Time)
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 A M for Dark Harlmr, Egge
moggin, South Brooksville. Sargentville. Deer
Isle Brooklin, South Blue Hill, due Blue UU1
1145 A M.
Return- Leave Blue Hill 12.30 I’. M. for
Rockland arid way landings
Connections at Rockland with steamer from
and for Boston
At Boston, connection is made with the Met
ropolitan Line passenger and freight si earners
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
F S SHERMAN, Supt. R S SHERMAN, Agent
Rockland, Maine.
Rockland, Maine.

A Well Written,

Attractively
Displayed

Advertisement
Pays Every Time

36 SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND. MAINE

Hour* 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Evnnings by Anuaintmnnt
leleohone 323.

1-tf

DR. C. D. NORTH
Physician andX-Ray Operatoi
OFFICE. 19 Bnnnk Street. ROCKLANM

OFFICr. H0UR8:

Until

I

a.

a.

l:St to 3:00 and 7:00 to 1:00 o. ■TELEPHONE 712
01-tf

H. V. TWEED1E, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.
407 MAIN STREET
Heart: 0 to 12 A. M.; I to 0 P. M.
RwldnOM, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. SOI-J.
Office "telephone 493-W.

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors
Palmer School Graduate*

400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
Huurt 2:00 to 5 00 p. M. Fvenln,. 6:30 to 7.3B
TCLEPHONl CONNECTION

126 0

DR. LAWRY
HOURS:

n Oat ttraai
ROCRLARB, Ml

Until l:<0 a.

2 to 4 a.

I to < a.

TELEPHONE 171

m.

B. H. KELLER, M. D.
75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
Office Hours—-Until 9 a. m.; I tu 3; 7 to • p. m.
Telephone 141*3

1-tf

EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.

NOTICE
STEAMER “CASTINE”
Will lie kent running on tlie
CAMDEN. WEST ISLESBORO AND BELFAST
LINE
Year Round Service, Standard Time
Leave* Camden every morning on arrival of
( i. « nit- ear town BoeUantf at S.M A. M., sun
day excepted.
Returning, leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
I 30 p M for West laiesbnru and Camden, ar
riving at 3 45 in time for tlie ear for Rockland.
COOMBS BROS. Belfast. Me.

407 Main St., Rockland, Me.

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA l.traightenlna (Mtk)

GRADUATE HARVARD CENTAL COLLED!
296 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
Spur Block............... Foot ol «ark StraM
0(61!. Hour*: 9 to 12: I to 6.
TEL. 746-M.

Managers

14 t.f

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
BPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT AND
SWAN' SISLAND

431 MAIN STREET
r.l.nhnn.^.m(6c. 46*.

: : ROCKLAND, ME.
Hanoo. aa.i-w

aa.tf

EDWARD K. GOULD

Steamer leaves Rockland at 1.30 p. m.,
(Standard Time), for Vinalhaven, North Haven,
Attorney at Law
Stonington and Swan's Island.
Returning. Leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 a. CORNER TILLSON AVE.
MAIN BTRErY
M. (Standard Time), for Stonington, North
Haven. Vinalhaven and Rockland.
L R. CAMPBELL
W. S. WHITE. Gen Mgr.

SCANDINAVIAN AMERICAN ASSURANCE
CORPORATION. LTD.
Christiania, Norway
Assets Dec 31, 1921
.Mortgage Loans ...
. ...$ 25 000 00
Stocks and Bonds . .
.... 2.802.542 92
Cash in Office and Ba nk ........ . ... 1,126,099 96
Agents’ Balances ..
. ... 380,790 89
Interest and Kents .
41,439 54
All other Assets ...
77.428 69

Attorney at Law
Bpocloi Attention to Praktto Mattor*
476 MAIN STREET :

:

: ROCKLAND. ME.

ARTHUR L. ORNE
insurance

Saeceseor to A. J. Erskine 4 Ce.
Gross Assets ....
.. $4,453,302 00
Deduct items not adi lited ... .... 297,322 40 •17 MAIN RTRFFT »
• ROCKLAND. MAIN!
Admitted Assets .
. . . .$4,155,979 60
Liabilities Dec 31. 1920
STATE OF MAINE
Net Unpaid Losses .
..$1,998,566 4’
1 nea med Premiums
. ... 1,465.890 44 County of Knox, ss.
All other Liabilities
. ... 105 000 01 To the Honorable Justice of tbe Supreme Ju
(’ash Capital ..........
. . . . 400,000 lit
dicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
Surplus over all Liah ilities .. . ... 186.522 73
within and for said county on tlie second
Tuesday
of September. 1921.
Total Liabilities and Surplus ... .$4,155,979 60
Mora M. Scott of Rockland, in said county,
wife of Ralph G. Scott, whose residence is unIpfown, respectfully represents:
tliat her
maiden name was Dora May Wiley; tliat she
was lawfully married to tlie said Ralph G.
Scott at said Rockland on the 2d day of No
vember. Iftlft, by Rev. .1 Stanley Crossland;
that liiey lived together as husband and wile
from Die time of their said marriage until
December 5, 1920, at Rockland, in said county;
that your libellant lias always conducted her
seif toward her said husband as a faithful,
true and affectionate wife; tliat on said fifth
day of December, 1920, the aaJd Rai|4i G.
Scott utterly deserted your libellant without
lEGl'LATION FIZB WITH NAME
cause, since whicli time she lias never seen
ANU ADDKESS OF MAKER AND
or heard from him, or received from him any
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
support ; tliat from said tilth day of December,
1920, to the date of this libel the said Ralph
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
G Sc<» t being of sufficient ability or being
a I le to labor and provide for her, grossly or
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
wantonly and cruelly refuses or neglects to
provide suitable maintenance for your libel
ForJ’uuntl size
lant ; tliat ii s residence is unknown to your
libellant, and cannot be ascertained by reason
Puitage 15 cents addiUoaal
able diligence; tliat there is no collusion be
tween your li!»eliant and the said Ralph G.
Scott to obtain a divorce
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Wherefore she prays that a divorce may be
decreed between her and the said Ralph G
Postuge 10 cents additional
Scott for tlie cause atiove set forth, and that
her name be changed lo Dora .May Wiley,
For each additional WHO sheet* ord
which is her maiden name.
ered at same lime, add to the prioe
April 15. 1921
of llrsl 1000, ll.oii and 16 cento posU
(Signed) DORA M SCOTT.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

»ge for each lllOl).

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound size
Poslage W cents addiUoaal

$2.50 per 500 Sheets

Knox, ss.

April 25, 1921.
Personally appeared die above named Dora
M Scott, Libellant, and made oath that Hie
above libel by her subscribed is true.
•
Before hml
(Signed) EDWARD K GOULD
Justice of the Peace.

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court,
For each additional 1000 sheet* ord
iu Vacation
Rockland. April 25, A D. 1921
ered at same lime, add to tlie prloa
Upon the foregoing Libel, ordered, That
of llrsi. WOO, $3.50 and 10 cents post
the Libellant give notice to said Ralph G.
Scott to appear before our Supreme Judicial
age for each WOO.
Court, to be hoiden at Rockland, within and
for tlie County of Knox, on tlie second Tues
day of Sept.inber A. D 1921, by publishing
an attested copy of said Libel, and this order
thereon, three weeks successively in Tlie Cou
rier Gazette, a newspaper priuted in Rockland,
in our County of Knox, the last publication
to t>e thirty (lavs at least prior to said seeoad
Tuesday of September next, that lie may there
Rockland Maine
and then in our said court appear and show
cause, if any lie have, why the prayer of said
Libellant should not be granted
A M SPEAR,
Everj- Issue of Tne Courier-Gacette
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Coart
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
carries the home news of Knox county
thereon
Io every State In tha Union and to Court
Attest;
MILTON .M GRIFFIN, Clerk

Postage 10 cenIs additional

$50,000 00
20,000 00
17,215
47,200
122,539
546

Hour*, until 0 «. m.; I U 4 A 7 to ■ o. a.

NMlOnnnn—Thorndike

$755,961 75

State of Maiue County of Knox, ss
I, F. H Jordan, cashier of the above-named bauk, do aolenmly swear that the above
a’atement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
F II JORDAN. Cashier
Subscribed and sworu to before me thia 3th day of Mav. 1921.
IBeall
W. P. STRONG. Notary Public.
Correct—Attest : W. G. WASHBURN.
T B W’YLLIK,
T S SINGER,

Directors.

Professional &JBusiness Cans?
SKIPPER THOUGHT HE’D
DR. F. B. ADAMS
HIT THE REEF FOR GOOD

$1,443,404 93

LIABILITIES

Capital stock paid in .....................................................................................
Surplus fund ......................................................................................................
Undivided profits ...................................................................................... ...'.
Less current expenses, interest, and taxes paid........................................
Circulating notes outstanding .........................................................................
Individual deposits subject to check ...............................................................
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30 days (other than for money
Imrrowed .......................................................................................................
Total of demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Re
serve Items 27, 28, 2ft, 30, 31 and 32.....................................................
Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed ......................
Other time deposits.............................................................................................
Postal savings deposits .....................................................................................
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve, Items 33, 34, 35 and 36....

I

died

187.224 84
541,963 58

Tota 1 ................................. ....................................................... ............................

Thursday, will be held at 2 p. in. Tues
TALES OF THE SEA
day, May 10.
Mr. Chaffee of Gardiner spent tlie
Capt. Chester T. Wsllnce of Bath,
weekend here.
who was shot and killed in self-de
The Missionary meeting will be at
fense at sea by the colored cook of
Mis. Charles Webb's this Tuesday.
his vessel, the five-masted schooner
Gardiner G. Deering, according to
word received from Mate Walter
PLEASANT POINT
Matthews of Boothbay Harbor, went
insane it was stated by the owners,
Mrs. Huldah Stone has returned
the G. C. Deering Company
They home from Searsport where she has
were so advised by Matthews. Capt. been spending the winter.
Wallace was well known in Rockland
Mrs Katie Moore is visiting her
seafaring circles, .and the news of his daughter, Mrs. Gertrude Miller, in
tragic fate was a shock to friends.
Sduth Cushing.
* « « »
Mrs. Grace Maloney and Mrs. Wil
Two four-masted schooners which lard Hall were in Rockland Tuesday.
have been tied up nt the wharf of the
Mrs. Josephine Shuman is spending
Atlantic Coast Shipbuilding Co., at a few weeks in Monhegan.
Boothbay Harbor since they were
Mrs. Grace Maloney is to entertain
launched last December, hhve at last the Grange sewing circle at her home
secured charters to load coal at Nor next Wednesday.
folk. One of th»m. the Josiah B
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Davis of Thom
Chase, whi< h was built nt the yard aston were at F. S. Stone’s recently.
mentioned, has already left for the
George Cazallis made a trip to
Virgina port, While the other, the At
Thomaston Friday with a load of
lantic Coast, built at Thomaston, is
calves which are to be shipped to the
getting her stores on board, and will
Boston markets.
sail in a few days. A better demand
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney were
for soiling vessels is reported, and it
is said a dozen four-masters have most loyally entertained at the home
been chartered in tlie past 10 days t. of .Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney in
Tilomaston Sunday of last week.
carry coal.
Stanley Kalloch of Searsport was at
F. S. Stone's Thursday.
Walter Young and Richard Davis
WARREN
have each had the misfortune to lose
Miss Katherine Gregory returned to valuable cows this spring, the animals
Lexington Saturday after spending a having taken sick and died.
Miss Georgie Campbell, Miss Flor
short vacation with her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. John Stevens of ence Campbell and Miss Frances
Campbell, who have been traveling in
Friendship were in town Sunday.
Miss Jennie McDonald lias returned a stock company from New York, are
visiting at the home of their parents,
from Sanford.
William Abbot of Philadelphia is vis Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Campbell.
iting in town.
Rev. C. W. Turner has arrived home
|
from Nova Scotia.
I
There was a large attendance at
DON
Knox Pomona Saturday.
Ruth Vaughan was in town Sunday.
DO
Mr. and Mrs RohoU Andrews spent
j
tlie Weekend here.
;
Several candidates look Rebekah de
grees last week.
'
Miss Payson was at home Sunday
*
from Siisby Hospital.
Mrs A. T. Norwood’s sister is visit
ing at her home.
LEONARD
Charles Dart returned to his home
j
at Sanford Saturday noon.
'
Mrs. Lilia Ames visited her mother
Sunday.
RELIEVES DEAFNESS and
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Foster visited
STOPS HEAD NOISES. Simply
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moore
Rub it Back of the Ears and
Sunday.
Insert in Nostrils. Proof of me
Mrs. Edwin Boggs and child are vis
nu will b« given by tbe diuggiet.
iting here. Mr. Boggs having returned
|
to Portland Saturday.
O
9
George O'Brien of North Vassalboro
A. 0. LEONARD. INC.
and Ernest Spear of Oakland were in
7(1 5th Ave.. New York City
town Saturday.
For sale In Rockland b.v Corner Drug
Store, Cor Main and Llmerock Streets
Funeral services of the latj Mrs.
Berlinda Clark

25,000 00

Acceptances executed by this bank for customers .............................. .

Rockport Grammar School defeateiK^Rockland Grammar School 31 to
30 on the Broadway ground Saturday
forenoon. A few scores may have
been skipped by the overworked
scorer but the outcome was a margin
of victory by one point.

EAR OIL

................................... ........................... ,...............................................

793.569 01
966 05

LIABILITIES

Vinalhaven 8, Lincoln 3.
The X.incoln Academy team which
was recently defeated 18 to 1 by
Rockland High, showed much better
form at Vinalhaven
Saturday but
was defeated 8 to 3. Doubles were
made by Arey and Ra y moi d. The
score:
Vlnalhaven High 0 2 3 0 0 0 2 1 x—8
Lincoln Acad.
0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 -3
Base hits Vinalhaven 10. Lincoln
Academy 7
Errors, Vinalhaven 6,
Lincoln Academy’ 5. Batteries, Ray
mond and Lynch: Adams and Cowan.
Struck out by Raymond '.(, liv, Adana
4.
• • • •
Rockland 23, Rockport 3
With Flanagan in the box Rockland
High played in championship form
Saturday afternoon, defeating Rock
port High 23 to 3. The victory was no
surprise but the size of it was as
Tilomaston had made bur 14 scores
against Rockport, while Camden had
been held by the latter team to a 5 to 4
victory. Brackett's home run was one
of the features of a one-sided game.
The publication of the box score is de
ferred to Thursday’s issue, while the
special scorer is getting his second
wind straightening out the maze of
runs.
• * • •

THIS!

Reserve District No. 1.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

37 3 G G 24 7 1
Thomaston
13200070 x—13
Camden ........... 02100000 0— 3
Bases on balls, off Upham 1, off Fee
han 1, off Willey’ 8, off Bean 1. Struck
out, by Upham 3, by Feehan 10, hy
Willey 13. Stolen bases, Feehan, Saw
yer 3, Staples, Linekin 2, Elliot 2,
Ogier, Willey. Wild pitches, Willey 5.
Panned halls. Dodge 5. Umpires, Wil
son of Thomaston and Magee of Cam
den.
• • • •

’T

worth more to see the sun rise out of
the ocean these pleasant mornings
than two or three extra hours of sleep
would be.
In writing about the frogs last week,
I aimed to say that men in all ages
have wondered if man (not frogs) has
always been as he is today.
Some
times the newspaper man gets an item
of mine all balled up. 1 read in one of
the leading papers a year or more ago
that bones of men had been found
proving that at one time men were ten
or more feet tall.
I was pleased that my Rockville
friends enjoyed my items. I don't re
member being in Rockville but once.
That was in the winter of 1873-4, when
I attended a Masonic funeral in the
church. Twenty or thirty of us went
up in Berry Brothers’ big sleigh. Won
der if any of the old-timers there re
member it?
Fred Giichrest tells us that an agent
has been at the Keag getting signers
for electric lights. Here’s hoping that
they will get them. If you ask the
people what they most desire, they will
tell you, more light.
The Baum brothers’ mail contract
expires in June and Mr. Cavln of
Clark’s Island-on-the-main will take
the mail bag. The Cavin family have
resided at the Island msrifv years and
are very active people and no doubt
prove good men for thp job.
The
Baum hoys’as far as I know proved to
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many foreign land*,

THOMASTON
Mrs. L. TT. Schwartz motored from
Portland Friday and is the guest of
her sister, Mrs. Miles Watts.
Herbert Standish
of Waldoboro
spent, the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Burton.
Mrs. Herbert Newbert motored to
Augusta Monday with Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Bucklin of South Warren.
Miss Clara Rollins returned to New
Haven Monday after spending a few
weeks in town.
Carleton D. Morse, manager of the
Boston office of Bodell & Co., spent the
weekend with Mr and Mrs. W. E. At
wood.
A special meeting of the W. C. T. V.
will be held with Mrs. Alfred Strout,
Friday at 7.30 p. m., to choose dele
gates to the county convention and to
receive reports, bills, etc.
The Parent-Teachers
Association
will hold its final meeting of the year
at the Baptist vestry Friday evening.
The speaker will be Rev. .Mr. Rounds
of the Rockland Congregational ebu c i
Further particulars will be given in
Thursday’s issue.
Rodney
Brazier motored
from
Waterville and spent Sunday at home.
Kenneth Burton who has been
spending a week in Bangor returned
home today.
Chaplain Webber preached Sunday
morning at the Warren Congregation-,
al church.
Alvah F. Burton died Sunday at his
home on Fluker street after an illness
of several months. Funeral services
will he held Wednesday at the Metho
dist church at 2 p. m. An obituary will
appear later.
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and
daughter Lois of Thorndike are guests
of Mrs. William Hallowell.
Lewis Hanly will hold another of his
celebrated dances in Watts hall this
Tuesday evening. These dances have
become popular.
.Music will be fur
nished by Bill Marston’s syncopated
jazz hounds. The crowd will surely
enjoy this special attraction.
Ray Thorndike has sold his pair of
work horses to Camden parties and
purchased a 1500 pound colt.
t Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Ham are spending
a few days at Belgrade.
George Ludwig and son George of
Hopedale, Mass., and Mrs. Orman
Ludwig of Waldoboro were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Oliver Friday.
.Mr and Mrs Frederick Ballard of
Philadelphia arrived on the train Fri
day noon. Mr Ballard is having the
yacht Celesta May repaired at Charles
Morse’s boat shop, which has been in
the care of Herbert Miller during the
winter. From here Lawyer Ballard went
to Waldoboro, accompanied by Mr.
Miller, and returned to Philadelphia
Saturday.
The Mother’s meeting held in the
Baptist vestry Friday was both inter
esting and profitable, the following
program being carried out: Piano solo,
Mrs. Comstock: scripture reading. Miss
Crandon: prayer, .Mrs Bramhall; poem.
“Is the Young Man Safe?” read by
Mrs. Sawyer. Miss Chaplin, County
Health Nurse gave a very instructive
talk on the child, its care, feeding and
proper habits.
Mrs. Beulah Oxton,
county president, spoke in an interest
ing manner, of the past, present and
future
activities of the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union and urged
all mothers present to become mem
bers. Prayer by Mrs Hawes closed the
meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Young of
Rockland and Mrs. Jennie L. Benner
enjoyed a motor trip to Northport and
Belfast Sunday and spent the day with
their cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Rogers.

APPLETON
Ellen Sprague Stuart, formerly of
Appleton/ who died at her home in
Freeport April 27, after a long illness,
leaves a husband. George F. Stuart, a
son, Albert Fales Stuart, M. D. of Port
land, and a grandson, Esten Sprague
Stuart, also of that city. Funeral ser
vices were held April 30. after which
the remains were taken to Forest Hills
crematory. The floral tributes which
were abundant and beautiful wer
tak«*n to the Children’s Hospital in
Portland.

THE
AMERICAN’S CREED
I believe in the United States
of America as a government of
the people, by the people, for the
people whose just powers are de
rived from the consent of the gov
erned: a democracy in a repub
lic; a sovereign Nation of many
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
one and inseparable, established
upon those principles of freedom,
equality, justice and humanity
for *which American patriots sac
rificed their lives and fortunes.
I therefore believe it is my
duty to my country to love it;
to support its Constitution: to
obey its laws; to respect its flag;
and to defend it against all ene
mies.

EVERYBODY'S COLDER

Notice
SOUTH THOMASTON TAX

WALL PAPER

AdvertiAtmenta in thia column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents. 3 times
for 50 ceiw.s
Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents 3 times.
Six words
make a Him
_______

PAYERS

All back taxes must be paid on or before July 1, 1921.
Interest will be charged on 1921 taxes after July 1.

Summer Cottages and Board

CLEVELAND SLEEPER
Collector

I IF.RE WE ARE WITH A FLOOR FULL OF

{CADILLACS:
HAS MANY IMPORTED TREES
| No Other Country in the World Said
to Possess Such a Variety as
Does England.

Every town has a Good Ole Scout
who takes a Healthy Interest in Every
thing that's going oil. Nothing es
capes his Eagle Eye or Eager Ear and
he's a reglar News Mine for the Edi
tor. Were it not for tin? Volunteer
Reporter, the Paper would not he So
Newsy sometimes. Here's to you, Ole
Scout!

ROCKPORT
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps
had their meeting Thursday instead of
Friday night and entertained as a
special guest Mrs. Elizabeth J. Sav
age of Bangor. A bountiful supper
was served and was followed by an in
teresting meeting with a delightful
program. Miss Minnie Daucett, Miss
Bertha Davis and Mrs. Florence Knight
weVe on the committee for entertain
ment.
Frank De Shon of Boston was a
guest at Mrs. Eben Thorndike’s Sun
day enroute for Aroostook county.
Mrs. C. D. Wentworth and daughter
of Augusta are guests of Mr. Went
worth’s mother. Mrs. Reuben Went
worth, for an indefinite stay.
Elmer Graffam of Millinocket is
home for a few weeks.
Harry Hawkes of Appleton was a
guest Sunday at Mrs. R. C. Thorn
dike’s.
The Mother’s Day services at the
Baptist church Sunday were well at
tended, the Sunday school having a
record attendance. Special music was
rendered by Misses Margaret Upham,
Blanche Cody. Mary Brann, Dorothy
Robinson and the young men’s class.
Fred Furbush, Sherman Hunt and
Llewellyn Thorndike motored to Ban
gor Sunday.

«

• * » •

The community was very much
saddened Sunday to learn of the death
of Mrs. Emeline Coffin. A devoted wife
and mother and faithful church mem
ber has gone to her rest.
Obituary
mention will appear later.
Harold Brown and LeRoy Brann of
Fort Williams, Portland, spent Sunday
in town.
Look what’s coming—The Woman’s
Relief Corps Minstrel at Shepherd’s
hall May 13.
Admission 35 cents.
Dance 15 cents.
*Miss Beulah Lane is home from Fra
mingham. guest of her parents Capt.
and Mrs. George Lane.
Miss Leila Payson who teaches in
Waltham. Mass., is the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Payson.
Sherman Hunt of Lynn is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Furbush at their
Summer home.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Achorn of
Rockland called on friends in town
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Jackson were the
guests of relatives in Searsmont Sun
day.
The many friends of Capt. Ernest
Torrey will be g’ad to know that he is
as comfortable as can be expected
■after his serious operation at the Knox
Hospital last week.

The Portuguese boost of their forest
at Basnet), where there are over two
hundred kinds of imported trees iu full
and gigantic growth. But there is no
other country in the whole world
where so many varieties of imported
trees flourish as In the British isles,
and Kew lias specimens of nearly nil
of them. Not only original, or. rather,
natural varieties are to lie seen at
Kew, hut others which owe their being
to the cunning of man. The latter are
graft-hybrids of exti-mrdinary Interest.
In tlie year lS2ti a Trench gardener
grafted a purple-flowered i vtisus on a
laburnum stock. A branch developed,
which produced flowers intermediate
between tlie stock anil tlie scion. Vou
can see a .specimen of this livhrid
among tlie laburnums, it hears not
only tl;e hybrid flowers hilt also flow
ers and leaves characteristic of both
its parents. The Laburnum Adami is
its name, in another case a union be
tween the common thorn and the
medlar has produced a similar strange
result.
Three separate types of
branch, flower, and fruit are to la*
seen on tlie same htisli. — Montreal
Herald.
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READY TO DEMONSTRATE
WE HAVE A FEW

SECOND-HAND CARS

NOW is the time when people are laying
summer vacation plans
The Courier-Gazette
-suggests that owners of cottage property, to let
or for sale, or accommodations for hoarders,
announce the fact under this heading, where it
will be read all over New England.

FOR SALE—Strip of land running from tin
town road to Georges river.
Beautiful loca
tion for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
Lathing lacilitics
Inquire MISS EVA K
Toll HEY. Tenant’s H»rbor
31*tf

GROCERY AND SIOAD WAGONS

Hov

Received
* Every Tuesday.

IN OUR
REAL ESTATE DEPARTMENT
We Have Some Good Trades

OFFICE FURNITURE, SAFES, ROLL TOP DESKS

ALWAYS HAVE SOMETHING TO TRADE.

Geo. M. Simmons
23 Tillson Avenue

Why He Liked That Club.
Bret Hurtt*. though lie was the his
torian of the •■Argonauts of 1849." hail
no real love of yachting. Yet his fnv
orlte resort during the last years of his
life was the Koval Thames Yaoht
eluli. He was once questioned ahoal
it, and explained:
‘•I never use a dub until I aru tired
of my work, and want relief front It.
If I go to a literary club 1 am asked
all sorts of questions as tn what 1 am
doing, and my views on somebody
pise's last book, and to these 1 am ex
ported to reply at length.
“Now, my gooil friends in Albe
marle street talk of their yachts, don’t
want my advice about them, are good
enough to let me listen, and I mine
away refreshed by their conversation "
Mistake Made by Many.
We have no right to presume upon
the good offices of good angels. Inter
est in our affairs does not follow as a
matter of necessity. There are thou
sands of needy people in tin* world as
deserving or perhaps more so than
we are. who will appreciate kindness
more than we will. The natural thing
will be for good angels to serve them
And why not? The day of divine
right has passed. Men are free to ad
dress themselves to whomsoever (hey
will. And it’s natural also to give
service where it will Iw* appreciated
most. So if the good angels are not
tumbling over each other to aliswei
your appeals, you’re not a desirable
master.—Exchange.

CAMDEN

ROCKLAND, ME.

Telephone 4-W.

When the children start a game, they “count out” to see who

It's merely a proceu ol elimination for making •

choice.
When you buy goods through a mail order catalog you do

much the same thing. There are often several items of the same

class grouped on a page.

You don't want this one because of

such and such a feature.

You reject that one because it lacks

so-and-so. And when you have inspected all the pictures and
read all the descriptions and eliminated those with objectionable

features you finally take what's left.
if you could have seen the articles themselves, you might have

found that one of the others would have suited your needs
better.

Thats's why it pays to trade where you can see before

you buy.

TRADE AT HOME
Support the Totin that SupportsYou
NORTH WARREN
Sire. Charles Erickson and Mrs.
Dwight Cummings are working in the
pants factory at Union.
Miss Marjorie Wiley spent the week

end with friends in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Mank spent
Sunday with their son. Charles Mank.
Several from iiere attended Pomona
Grange at the village Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Mank and Mrs.
Charles Mank w<pt to Wiscasset last
Tuesday.
County Agent Wentworth spoke in
the interest of the boys’ and girls' club
Friday evening at the Grange hall.
Belle Davis is enjoying a two weeks'
vacation at her home.
High School has gone on fast time
and the few scholars from the rural
parts of the town find themselves
tumbling out of bed at 4.30 in the
morning. We are glad ’here is only
six weeks of it.
SUMMER COTTAGES AND BOARD
About this time of year The CourierGazette begins to have inquiries by
mail from persons who wish to visit
.this part of Maine during the summer
season. They seek to rent a cottage or
to find board. There is no prepared
list of such .iceommodatioriB anywhere
• o be had, but there ought to be. We
purpose carrying in our column of
classified advertising announcement's
of this character, which the paper will
convey to distant points and copies of
which we can mail in response to in
quiries for information. The attention
of those with boarding accommoda
tions, or cottages for rent or sale, is
invited to this opportunity to obtain
publicity at very small cost..

Growing Roses in France.

The Flench farmers set their bushes
in rows about four feet apart on the
gentle slope of the hills, and, so tar as
is possible, where they have a south
eastern exposure. Young shoots fife
taken from flve-year-old bushes, and.
when they have grown, they tire
trinimed to about a foot in height, and
such latds as appear are picked off, to
preserve tlie vitality in Ihc hush and
to assure a large crop for tlie second
year.
After tlie hush attains the nge of
seven years it docs not produce tlie
quantity or quality of oil. so it ik
pulled up and a new one planted in
Its plnce. The rose harvest begins
in April, runs through May and June.

Water Stored in Form of Ice.
Willi tlie idea of getting nwny from
the expensive construction of dams for
the purpose of storing water, tlie sug
gestion has been made that tlie water
lie stored in winter in the shape of i' e
ami allowed to melt as It may lie de
sired In summer time. This would in
sure water in sufficient quantities for
small irrigation systems at least and
certainly would cut down the expense
of storing. In addition to this It
would afford work for a certain class
of labor which usually is not occupied
at tlds season of tlie year.

Meaning of Word “Hogan."
The hut of the Navajo Indians is
called a “hogan.” It consists of a
conical framework covered with poles,
hark ami earth. The main beams turn
north, south and west, while the en
trance is on tlie east side. Sometimes
the shelter of the Pima tribes are also
called hogans.

Taxi Cab and Carriage Service
BAGGAGE TRANSFER

UtKKY S TRANSt LK

II

WINTER ST„ P0CKMMD
Telephone 408

flff

DR. T. E. TIBBETTS
Dentist
Curmr Main and Winter fttriata.

■

f

For Sale

FOR SALE -Ford truck in first class con
liiion new tires and newly painted ; at a sactice. No further use tor II B. .MILLER, 26
Rankin Street Tel 6H2-.I.
56*58

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE Ten horses. I
pair black mares matched, 5 and 6 years old.
weight 2900 lbs ; bay horg£8 years old, nice
iriver and worker, weight 1300 lbs. ; nice family
WANTED-A capable girl for general house mare, f'anndian chunk, 5 years old; two work
work in squall family; all modern conveniences; horses, seconds; 1 saddle horse, S years old;
laundry sent out MBS. W. H KEID, Belfast I second hand set double harnesses; 1 white
Chester hoar Tel 9-31, Washington. Me. Wil.
Hoad, Camden. Tel. 67-11.
56-58
LIAM HALL. Union, Maine, It. F 1> 3 56*61
WANTED Carpenter work of all kinds. F
FOR SALE—P. Il and It. I. RED Eggs for
A .lOOST. Carpenter and Boathuilder. 737 Main
hatching.
Inquire G H BLETHEN or MR
Street. Tel. 233-M
56*58
RAWSON,
59 Holmes St. $1 09 a setting. 55*69
W A N T E D—G irl for
general
housework
WINDSOR HOUSE. Myrtle St Rockland. 56-Lf
FOR SALE—-Ford touring car in good condi
tion
E. J. ELWELL, Camden
Telephone
WANTED—To exchange for city or sea connect ion
55*57
shore real estate a Dort Sedan, just overhauled
FOR SALE—Bradley s Fertilizers. By AL
and repaired. Address Box 462. Rockland
BERT NELSON. St George Road, Thomaston,
55*62
Me
55*57
WANTED—Crooheters on infants sacks and
FOR SALE—Bay horse, white markings.
booties MRS XI TT. D»8 North Main St
7 years old. sound and kind. Good worker and
extra driver. 1309 pounds. .1. A. PERKINS,
WANTED—Maid for
general housework. Nobleboro, Maine
55-57
MBS (,. M SIMMONS. Ill Talbot Ave 55tf
FOR SALE—A tew great bargains in farms;
WANTED—A Ford runabout body; in good also a few good trades in double
single
condition : 1917 or later model. W. E DORNAN houses Apply t.» FLOYD L. SHAW. Roeklaud,
A: SON. East Union, Ale
55-63
Me
Tel 422-12.
54-tf
WANTED—Young men. women, over 17, for
FOR SALE—We have some nice Field Corn
Postal Mail Service
$129 month. Examina or seed. Price reasonable. MRS J. W. ANtions May. Experience unnecessary. For free ierson, \\H-st Meadow Road. Tei 452-1 54*5(5
particulars of instruction, write I LEONARD,
(former Civil Service examiner) 1957 Equitable
FOR SALE -Auxiliary Hoop, 33 f£et„ all in
, Wasiiington, D C
55*5“
'ood order
H. H. SMITH, Vinalhaven. Me
53-1/
WANTED—Get busy.
Keep busy. Is your
job unsafe? la it permament? You want a life
FOR SALE—Iron Age |M>tato planter; John
long business. You ean get into such a busi Deere riding cultivator; Brown 4-row sprayer.
ness selling more than 137 Watkins Products WALTER S BENNER, R F. I) Rockland. Tel.
direct to fanners if you own auto or team 509-M.
51-56
or can get one; if you are under 50 and can
FOR SALE—One gray mare 9 years old;
give bond with personal sureties. We back you
with big selling helps, 52 years in business. weight 1950 pounds Will take honied cattle
A. H CHATFIELD, Koek|»ort.
20.000,000 users of our products. Write for ,n exchange
51-tf
Information where you ean get territory. .1 R
WATKINS CO, Department 112. Winona, Minn.
FOR
SALE
—
Organ;
will
sell
cheap.
Make
55*57
-ffer. 159 MAIN STREET, Thomaston.
51-tf
WANTED Washing without the ironing, and
FOR SALE—a 5-room house with barn and
hour work MISS GRACK CARTER. 66 Blake )riier
buildings, about three acres land. SimDine, Rockland.
54*56
ited on road to Crescent Beach and near Ash
Point.
Bargain, Easy terms MAINE REAL
WANTED—Competent girl for general house
work
MRS CLIFFORD WOLFE. Tel. 256-13 ESTATE CO . 414 Main St., Rockland. Me. 50-tf
52-tf
FOR SALE—Small house at Owls Head Full
WANTED- Printer—man or woman. Perma- lescrlption and price on application. MAINE
REAL
ESTATE CO, Rockland. Me.
50-tf
nent job. THE COUKIKK-GAZETTE. 52-tf
FOR SALE—Double tenement at Southend
WANTED—Second hand refrigerator in good
Lets for $22 per month Inquire at 300 MAIN
condition. TELEPHONE 723-M.
51
STREET.
49-tf
VZA NT ED—Assistant bookkeeper with experi
FOR SALE :u2 Knox engine, shaft and pro
ence
When answering state experience you
have had and wages expected
Send reply to peller ; new rings, bearings, finger points ami
jxcentrle. In tlie best of condition. Inquire at
BOX (i. care of Courier-Gazette.
51-tf
MANSON A NYE’S Carriege Shop.
44-tf
WANTED- Stenographer, with some experl
FOR SALE—Nine room house with all mod
ence
BOX 347. Rockland. Me
50-tf
•rn improvements, on corner lot at 38 Crescent
WANTED- Repair man, apply at once to BAY Street. Terms reasonable. Tel. 361-M. MRS.
VIEW GARAGE, Camden
47-tf
CLIFTON
43-tf
WANTED—Your property to sell. 1 have
FOR SALE—Maxwell car, only run 3909 miles
customers for all kinds of property. R. U —Maxwell truck nearly new. R. U. COLLINS,
COLLINS. Real Estate and Insurance, 375 Main 175 Main St. Tel. 77.
43-tf
Street. Tel 77
32-tf
FOR SALE—Early Pride seed potatoes; these
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, mah potatoes last year made a yield of 300 bu. to
aud female. Highest prices paid
JOHN S
lie acre. O. W HOLMES, Lake Ave., Rock
RANLETT. Rockville Me
Tel. 352-14.
I5tf land
Tel. 352-2.
42*58
WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, chain
FOR SALE—Briscoe touring car, just over
ber maids, Laundresses, general and kitcher hauled, almost new shoes, at a bargain. DR.
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except betweet W HARRISON SANBORN. Tel 339-M 47-tf
12 and 2 nnd 6 and 7
MRS. HAWLEY, 78<
FOR SALE—New and second hand furniture
H’jrh St.. Bath, Me Tel. 725
100-tf
*t B L. RYDER’S. Pleasant St.. Rockport. 19-tf

Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Mo
•hail be "it"

tf-55

——————i —i

FOR SALE—Two furnished summer cottages, 8
FOR SALE Building 18x34 In tine condi
and 9 rooms, at Owis Head. Me
Fine loca lion. Would make fine garage H F HICKS,
tion: price low, terms easy. B F. HUSSEY Rockland.
r»<|*li
28 Church Street, Everett, Mass
44*82
FOR SALE -Second hand (’bickering parlor
FOR SALE—Summer cottage, at Crescent
rand piano; rosewood case Inquire of MR
Beach, 5 rooms, hot aud cold water, hath
56 tf
room, nice cellar. Bargain if sold at once FOSTER. 75 Cedar street.
KNOX HEAL ESTATE CO
Tel. 376-M. 29*
FOR SALE New milch Guernsey c»w. with
Main Street
36-tf
•aIf ORVILLE WOOD, timer.wk St.
56 58

Come and look them over, they are all in first class
running orcier.
k

FRESH

SUMMER BOARDERS
Parties wtahing ta take city ‘beard1ers through the Summer, having
cottages to rent, or city pertple de
siring to hoard in the countrv this
summer write giving full informa
tion.
Outing Exchange.
P. O. Box 359,
Rockland, Me.

FOR SALE—Long and fitted hardwood; titled
Delivered. T. .1 GARRP1.L, Thom
TO LET—By the day. week or month, fur mill wood
Tel Buckland 263-21
56 if
nished roitagcs at Mirror Lake or Cooper’s stop
Rea«’h
il A BOBBINS. 21 Tillson Avenue,
FOR SALE Ford sedan. For cash or east
Rockland
55*62
payments
II I. OXTON, 30 Warren Street
56*58
TO LET To responsible parties for the sea
son of 1921, my furnished home of nine rooms.
FOR SALE Chevrolet <4H0> touring ear. Tires
sit.uated oa the shore of Spruce Head. MARY good.
New battery.
Price $259.
3 (HL
T ELWELL. Spruce Head.
54*65
CHRIST STREET. Thomaston, Me
.56-58

COME IN AND TALK IT OVER
Rifled Oil Pipes.
The principle of the rifled gun Is
applied to pipes for pumping oil. The
crude oil of California is mostly thick,
viscous and ijifthult to pump through
long lines. Heating cannot be suc
cessfully applied to a long pipe, and
mixing with water results in an emul
sion front which the oil cannot he
readily separated. The best means of
dealing with these viscous oils is hy
means of a pipe rifled on the inside,
so that the oil, mixed with about 10
per cent of water, is caused to whirl
rapidly. The water, being heavier than
the oil. seeks the outside and forms a
thin film, which lubricates the pipe
for file passage of the oil. The friction
is thus so far reduced thnt tlie oil has
been pumped easily through a line
thirty-one miles long. The water and
the oil come out entirely separate at
the end of the line.

“Have a Tooth?”
Tn the Fiji Islands a fiwl ished Ivory
The Whitehall is undergoing a com
plete renovation and will be in first- lambu. or whale’s tooth is a symbol of
Telephone that Item or news lo The class condition before the opening in chieftainship, nnd extremely valuable,
ns any request backed by an exhibi
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of June.
The regular meeting of Maiden Cliff tion of a tambu is theoretically
■ rpnffprs will see it
Rebekah Lodge occurs Wednesday hound to be granted. Thus, if a Fijian
evening at 7.30 with a special program headman wishes to marry a neighbor
and rehearsal of the degree staff fol
ing chief’s daughter, he sends a mes
lowing.
The Ladies Circle of the Baptist senger first with the precious tambu.
church meets in the parlors Wednes supposing him to possess one. Neither
the girl nor her father has then any
day afternoon.
Thomaston
.Miss Edith Arey teacher in Thomas further choice in the matter. The
ton spent the weekend with her moth wedding has got to he. These ob
er. Mrs. Josephine .Arey.
SPECIAL—40 in. Unbleached Cot
jects, as may well he imagined, are
The Philathea Club meets in the jealously guarded hy their fortunate
ton, per yard, 12!/2C.
church parlors Wednesday evening, possessors: and any Fijian, if well
A fine new line cf Children’s
with Mrs. Carl Hopkins and Mrs. Har
Dresses, Rompers, Middies and Hats,
old Han scorn as hostesses. A good at enough off. will purchase one from a
Fancy Wool Blankets, $5.00 pair.
foreigner for a large sum. The na
tendance is desired.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Ellis of Bangor tives never, or at least very rarely,
Agents for Edison Diamond Disc
are spending the)!’ honeymoon at the can he induced to sell their tambus.
Phonographs and Records.
Tactful district commissioners fre
of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Wilson,
and Mrs. Ralph Satterby arrived quently follow tlie Fijian custom, and
Friday from Port Jefferson, N. V. and when asking for hospitality on their
Circulating Library
will be guests for a fe\V weeks of Mr. tours In the interior, send a whale’s
and Mrs. I'. (J. Blackington.
tooth with their messenger.
PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
Miss Ethel Armstrong returned to
Wollaston, Mass.,. Sunday night after
The gift that has personality—
spending a week's vacation with her
ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM
that is you, your portrait.
mother, Mrs. Jennie Armstrqng.
Miss M. L. Sexton of New York has
Enlarging, Framing, Films Fin
25 Main Street, Corner Limerock
opened lo r cottage for the summer.
ished.
Elden Jones has returned from Bos >27 Head of Railroad Wharf
PHONE 33-11
ton where a successful operation was | 29 Cor. South Main and Mechanic
performed on his eyes and expects to •33 Tillson Avenue
resume work shortly.
His sisters*. ! 34
Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Streets
Mrs. Agnes Benner and Mrs. Edward
(.'rockett. and nephew Randolph Crock 135 Main Street, Corner North
ett returned with him in the latter’s ! 36 Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
a utomobile.
I37 Main Street, Corner Park
STILL THE MOST
Mrs. W. P. Richardson left last week 38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
SATISFACTORY WALL
for Portland where Capt. Richardson :42 Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
COVERING
has arrived with his vessel.
43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
Miss Emma Ritterbush returned •45- -Middle Street, opp. Fern.
Sunday to her duties as teacher in 46 Main Street at Rankin Block
. W. P. STRONG
Orono.
43 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
Joseph A. Brewster left Sunday 49 Camden and Front Streets
Watchmaker and Jeweler
night
bv
boat
for
Boston.
51 Head of Cedar Street
THOMASTON, MAINE
Peter McGrath of Boston spent the 152 West Meadow Road
weekend with his parents.
53 Camden Street near F. H. Church

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.

Every-OtHer-Day
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Wanted

Jo Let
TO LET Tenement at 36 Mechanic Street
Inquire «>f \Y S KENNISTON, 176 Main St
54-tf
TO LET -Furnished room.
Apply at 10
PLEASANT STREET
54-59
TO LET-Building on Tillson Avenue, suit
able for store or restaurant. MRS B. POL
LOCK
50-tf

FOR SALE—18 foot power boat, engine over
hauled and rebuilt, in good running condition.
Kpplv to ( APT. CHARLES PATTERSON. 57
Maverick Street Tel 63-11.
46-tf

FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport,
85 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
it wood.
Splendid situation for a summer
innte Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO., Bel
fast. Me
7*tf

FOR SALE—.1 H. Flint homestead at 29
Franklin street, double lot, 9<-rootn house, slated
-oof, hath, electric lights, cemented cellar, furTO LET Nice dry storage for furniture, auto, isce heat, barn, woodshed, carriage house, henboats; also wharf privilege. The ('. M. BLAKE pvn HARRY M FLINT, at flint's Market. 262
WALL PAPER STORE Tel. 460-M
47-tf
Main street.
31tf
TO LET—Somebody is n-.eding a house ot
FOR SALE—Two 25 h. p. gasoline engines.
rooms
Advertise yours in this column and These engines, one of them in good shape, but
you'll get an application immediately.
3-tf
ioth in good running order. Will sell either
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves >ne of them at a trade Can be seen at my
and musical instruments or anything that re mill. The reason of sale is that I am going
L N.
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable io use electric motors for grinding.
LITTLEHALE.
4-tf
J. K. /LYE. 221 Main Si.. Rockland
45tf

DIFFER OVER WHAT IS JUNK
Opinions of Men and Women Show a
Decided Variance as to Impor
tant Subject.

FOR SALE—Store counters and bins in good
condition. R. U. COLLINS, 375 Main Street.
Tel 77.
9
43-tf

Miscellaneous
NOTICE—All persons are forbidden to ires
pass on the Ingraham farm, st the Meadom,
for any purpose whatever Trespassers will h«
prosecuted MRS. ABXES INGRAHAM 56 SS

“Junk is that pile of old clothes my
ORDERS TAKEN—For the new hand drawn
husband doesn’t wear and won't let me and embroidered handkerchiefs in white and
give away. Says some day he will ■olored linen at $100 each MRS VICTOR
ATWOOD, 13 Middle St Tel 274-M
54«M
wear it on a fishing trip. That pile of
MACHINE
HEMSTITCHING.
Pivot
Edge.
Ac
magazines he is saving till he finds
eordlon Plaiting, Narrow Knife ant) Side Plaiting
time to read them is junk; that col orders promptly filled PHYLLIS E. TOLMAN
53«dl
lection of pipes he never smokes Is IS Leland St Tel. 2T0-.I
junk. Oh. if yon want to know what
AMATEUR DEVELOPING and finishing of
junk Is ask any married woman. She quality. Send for sample photo and price
list; get ready for summer. E ALTON RICK
knows.”
NELL. Room till. 3» Exchange St , Portland
Ask a man.

"Junk? Well. I don’t know a bet
ter way tn define tlie word than to
give an example. My wife has chests
and bureau drawers filled with table
cloths anil remnants of calico, lace
nnd all that sort of stuff which she
never uses. That’s junk. She has all
her old hats in that large box on
top of the closet shelf. That's jnnk.
We are only two in family, hut she
has enough dishes to serve twenty
people and pnough pots and pans to
cook for forty. That’s junk. Oh, I
should say offhand that Junk Is the
accumulation of things around a house
for which a woman lias no immediate
use and may never use.
That's a
pretty good definition of tlie word. Ask
any man. He’ll tell you the same.”
What do you think is junk?—New
York Evenjng Sun.
Life and Death a Unity.
l ife Is n state which follows upon
•ieatli. Death is a state which pre
cedes life. Which of its understands
the laws tliat govern their succession?
Tlie life of man is the resultant of
forces. The aggregation of these forces
Is life; tliPir dispersion, death. If,
then, life and death are but consecu
tive states of existence', what ean.se
for sorrow have I?
And so it is that all things are but
phases of unity.
What men delight
in is tlie spiritual essence of life. What
they loathe is the material corruption
of death. But this state of corrup
tion gives place to that state of spir
ituality aud that State of spirituality
gives place in turn to this state of
corruption. Therefore we may stfy
tliat all in the universe Is comprised
In unity; and therefore the Inspired
among us have adopted unity as their
criterion.—”. A- Giles, in “Translated
Gems From Chinese Literature,"

Me-

53-5S

SILK REMNANTS—For fancy work, qt
pillow tops, portieres, etc
For 25 cents
mail large package of assorted colors. Hi
SILK WORKS, lion 127, Rockland. Me 53

IF YOU HAVE A FARM—Which you w
sell at once let us bring you a custnmi
yon want to buy, our new booklet is s
interest you. LEON’ C. FISH, represent
A. Strou: Farm Agency. Rockland, Me. '
PASSENGER AND FREIGHT AUTOS—F
passenger car.
Furniture moving.
JO
KEARLEY, East I’nion Tel. 1H-31 Union. 51

MAYNARD BRENNAN has a Dodge sed
which lie is using for public service. C
DYER'S GARAGE, 124. or 618-M.
49-tl

SIGN ANO CARD PAINTING Make your old
sign look like new. It L. BRIDGKS. Tel. 85-3
51«36
PUBLIC

AUTO SERVICE—Day

or

nl

Comfortable, roomy, new Nash car
L.
WILSON. 38 Middle St, Tel. 449-M, Rocki,
BOATS TO LET--On Alford Lake, week
da
k days
ERNEST C. DAVIS
44-tf
GET

YOUR LAWN

MOWER

SHARPENED

NOW—And have them all ready for use. We
call for them and grind them all nice on a
teover sharpener, and deliver.
ROCKLANB
HARDWARE CO
40 |f

WALL PAPER—We have had a line of
samples sent us, from which to take orders
Mr. Albert Peterson, in the Car,»et Department,
will he pleased lo show them and take orders
ir you make a selection.
FULLER COBB
DAVIS______________________ • 35.|f
LADIES—Kellahlo stork of hair goods at
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Malr, St. Mall
ders solicited

HELEN C

the
or
18-tf

RHODES

ENGRAVED CARDS-tall at this offlee a
eiamine styles If you already hare a ph
bring It in and let ns prini vou cards In lap
Size
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
3-tt
WHEN IN BOSTON—Every issue of The
Crurier-Gazette is on sale by t4ie Old South
News Co., Washington St, opposite foot of
School
Call around and get a copy of the
[taper with the home news.
23-tf

NOTICE—R B Fillmore is authorized to rep
resent The Courler Cazette In Knox county and
to receipt for money paid ou new and old subistiona

IM-tr

A. C. MOORE
PIANO TUNER
With the Maine Mutle
•FSIOKMCF TfUSPNOWi.

I
Commi<v
WOCMFMM

Every-Other-Day
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as Hie fields arc full of the beautiful!
SERM0NETTE3 FOR KIDS
spring buds and flowers, great bunches j
of which were picked and brought Are Among the Features at Methodist
home. The party to the number of
Church—Sunday’s Notable Service.
nine thoroughly enjoyed the trip and
plans
to
go
again
soon.
The
next
Id addl.lon to personal notes recording de
The little folks at the Methodist
partures and arrival! this department especial meeting will be Thursday at 4 p. ni.
ly desires Information of social happenings, All members are requested to be pres church Sunday mornings enjoy hugely,
parties, musicals, ele. Soles sent by mail or
but no more than the. senior kids do,
ent at the home of Dr. Wasgatt.
telephone will oe gladly received.
Rev. Mr. Crossland's talks. These oc
TELEPHONE .............................................. 770
cupy five minutes or less, but each is
George A. Walker, agent for the a gem. One of the best of these serTho Country Club annual mooting is Prudential Insurance Co., has been monettes was ‘'Scarecrows.’’
You
to be held tomorrow (Wednesday) fcalled to his home in Solon, by the, couldn't beat It for live interest; an
evening at 7.30 o’clock and will bo fol sudden death of his father.
other was on "Surprise Tests” and the
lowed by cards and dancing.
The
last one was pat and timely on “Jelly
party scheduled for Friday evening will
All kinds of prizes and surprises are | fish," a fairy story, far off in Dragonbe cancelled.
in store for local movie fans during land, with its queen, ill of an incurable
Anniversary Week, not the least of malady, a monkey’s liver the only
E. K. Leighton, who recently un them being a genuine wedding which cure, hundreds of miles away. The
derwent an operation on his throat will take place on the stage of Park pastor has a winning and attractive
and nose at the Phillips House, Mas Theatre Tlwirsday evening at 8.39 way of pointing the moral to these brief
sachusetts General Hospital, arrived o’clock. Friday night will be amateur stories, which explains why nobody
home Saturday night. Mr. Leighton night at that theatre. Othei attrac wants to be late at he Sunday morn
was obliged to go through the ordeal tions offered are described in detail ill ing services for fear of missing this
w’ithout the application of anaesthe ihc regular departments of Park and appetizer to the main sermon.
tics, and for a time suffered exces
The subject was "Our Mothers—an
Empire Theatres.
Winners ill the
sive pain. Although he still feels the
Mystic Nine contests were: Park Appreciation.” and depicted the Moth
effects of tic operation. Mr Leigh
Theatre, Dana Cummings, John Mc- er Mary’s anguish as she beheld her
ton is steadily gaining, and goes to
Loon and Hattie Tibbetts; Empire son upon the cross, her poise, her selfday to Waterville on U business trip.
Theatre, John Hartnett, Marion IS. control, the absence of hysterics, the
ideal home conditions she had supplied
Thayer and Helen S. Coltart.
L C. Clark ot Lewiston has dis
for his upbringing, her wonderful
continued business for the time and
Drs. Thomas L. and Ruth McBeath depths of devotion, the perfect sym
will spend the summer at Glover
pathy and understanding between the
Farm, which became his property and Dr. Mary Reuter will attend the two, both at the cross and previous,
some time ago. He has as a guest Maine Osteopathic convention in Port the fallacy of reliance upon revivals
this week Mr. Berry, a Lewiston land Friday.
in place of parental guidance, sum
Jeweler.
The regular meeting of the Wom marizing both ideal motherhood and
ideal sonship in the simple country
Carl A. Blackington of Waterville an's Auxiliary to Winslow-Holbrook
home, it all being interspersed and en
was a weekend visitor at his former Post, will be held Wednesday even
livened by concrete illustrations, with
ing in the Post rooms.
Rockland home.
allusions to Susanna Wesley, John I.
3» <•
Mott, Ian Maclaren and Horace Bush
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Proctor and
ERICSON—ERICKSON.
nell.
daughter Virginia
have returned
Mr. Crossland made a powerful ap
Madeline V. Erickson of Bangor
from Hyannis, Mass., where they
visited Mr. Procter's former home. and John E. Ericson of Spruce Head peal for the new High School building
Stormy weather deprived My. Proc were united in marriage Saturday and for attendance at the mass meeting
tor of an opportunity to get into afternoon at tlie First Baptist par to secure it. Methodists in Rockland
'he city and size up the big l« agues, sonage, 134 Talbot avenue, by Rev. church are feeling proud and happy to
but lie managed to spend a very sat Benjamin P Browne. They were at have earned the right this year to be
isfactory vacation. Yesterday he was tended by Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Lowe of classed as a banner church in the East
peering discriminatingly into the vi iSpruce Head, at whose home the Maine Conference at Guilford, having
Mrs. Eric met on time every claim upon its be
tals of sundry watches and clocks at bride had been visiting.
Palmer’s jewelry store, convinced son is a graduate of Bangor Higli nevolences in full, receiving a long list
that Maine springs are not so slow school, class of 1919. Mr. Ericson is a of stars for these prompt payments.
contractor for the Great Northern This is the first time in its history
after all.
Paper Co. After a wedding trip to Flatt Memorial has achieved this
Miss Katherine Costello, assistant Boston the hoppy couple will make honor and great credit is due its
pastor.
cashier of the American Railway Ex their home ill Bangor.
press in Bangor, spent the weekend
at her home on the Thomaston road.

In Social Circles

Mrs. C. A. Leighton has returned
from an extended trip which included
visits to Philadelphia, Atlantic City
and Boston. In Philadelphia she re
ceived treatment from a distinguisP-1
eye specialist, and returns home won
derfully benefited. She has reopened
her Thomaston residence.

Mrs. Clarence S. Beverage enter
tained the Cardinal Auction Club and
a few other guests at a sewing party
for Miss Alice Hellier at the Country
Club Saturday afternoon. Dainty re
freshments were served. Miss Hellier
received from the club a surprise gift
which was cleverly concealed in an at
tractive May basket.

Miss Bernice Richardson is spend
ing the week in Waterville, and upon
her return will resume her duties in the
offlee of the Knox County Grain Co.

Samuel Farwell of Unity was a
weekend visitor in this city. A picnic
on Mt. Battle was given in his honor
by some of the younger set.
Capt. A. E. Wingfield, who has been
spending the winter in Boston, has re
turned to his Rockland home.

Mrs. D. N. Mortland lias returned
from New York, where with Mrs. A.
■1. Shaw she spent the winter at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Shaw.
She has completely recovered from a
hospital operation which she under
went while in that city.

Manuafciturers who are among the
first to prepare their fail lines are
not deviating materially from styles
which have been in vogue for the
past season the Dry Goods Econom
ist declares. They are almost ail
agreed on the length of the skirt. As
generally expressed, skirts will be
somewhat longer, although not radi
cally so. The general tendency seems
to be a modification of the present
length. It may be dropped two or
three inches making a happy medium
between the former ankle length and
the knee length so much favored at
the present time. Garments made for
general utility will follow a silhouette
which is practical. Manufacturers
have found that the more practloat a
garment .s tlie more liked it is for
general use. Tlie waistline of dresses
may vary somewhat but will not be
confined to any one distinct style. Of
course, in garments for stout women
the waistline will be longer than for
slim
and
young
women.
The
straight-line silhouette will remain
in vogue. Some over-skirt effects
may be used.
The Standard Bearers Society will
meet with Mrs. Charles Merritt
Thursday evening. All young people
nre invited.

Mr. and Mrs. II. E. Edwards and
Mrs. Emily Abbott who have been
Spending the winter in Pasadena,
Calif., leave this week for their home
in Jackson, Mich., and
later will
come to spend tho summer season at
Ash Point.
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Spear went to
Boston yesterday for a brief visit.
Tlie Ladies Aid of the M. E. church
will meet at the vestry Wednesday
afternoon for work. A picnic supper
will be served at 6 o'clock. Members
who have not been solicited, please
furnish sweets.

Thayer Kimball, son of S. T. Kim
ball of this city, has been critically ill
with diphtheria at tlie Sharon (Mass.)
Sanatorium, but is now able to sit up
in bed. and the nurses and attending
physicians expect that he will be able
to Ire about again in two weeks.

The Camp Fire Girls held a very
pleasunt meeting at the homo of Dr.
Wasgatt Thursday afternoon.
Tlie
study of first aid in case of accidents
was taken up. Instruction was given
by Wfnola Richan, Charlotte Simpson
and Mary Wasgatt. The young maid
ens enjoyed a hike to Oakland Park
Saturday afternoon with a picnic sup
per and camp fire on tlie beacti.
A
most delicious fish chowder was made
and served by Misses Winola Richan
and Marion Richardson, who are earn
ing honors for the rank of fire maker;
camp cooking in a required honor. The
trip was most interesting to the girls

i it

1 he CaloriC is the healing plant that is in use from the northernmost part of
Alaska all the way to Florida and that has established a record of saving one-third
to one-half the fuel over the old methods of heating.

The CaloriC is the heating plant that has successfully applied the principle of
natural air circulation to heating buildings and that has proven its correctness of con
struction, through years of service in buildings of every type, in every locality.

g

Years of service have proven that CaloriC basic patents cannot be successfully
imitated and that Caloric heating efficiency cannot be duplicated.
WE INVITE EVERY HOME OWNER IN ROCKLAND WHO IS INTER-

IN

WEEKLY REVIEW

g

FRIDAY

TERESTED IN BETTER HEATING AT LOWER COST TO VISIT OUR SHOW

ABOUT”

What do most of us think about? Money? Luxury?
Society? Love? Life after Death?

“the furnace that’s
guaranteed as to results"

Business?

ROOMS AND INSPECT THIS MODERN and SCIENTIFIC SYSTEM OF HEAT-

ING THAT MEANS SO MUCH IN INCREASED COMFORT AND DECREAS

ED OPERATING EXPENSE.

‘BUNGALOW TROUBLE”

g

AND SATURDAY

WILLIAM FARNUM

in

“THE

>< iTi (

weather.

THEODORE ROBERTS and MONTE BLUE
THINK

s (

The CaloriC is the heating plant that embodies the basic patented features that
have revolutionized heating methods. The CaloriC is the heating plant that will
give you guaranteed summer-like warmth in every room in your house in coldest

GLORIA SWANSON, ELLIOT DEXTER,

TO

11

We feel that the people of Rockland are also fortunate in the fact that the
CaloriC, the real pioneer in successful pipeless heating may now be seen and pur
chased here in Rockland.

She could not marry him without losing her fortune, and
scandal’s lying tongue was already at work.

SOMETHING

t

We feel that we are fortunate in having secured the distribution for the famous
CaloriC Pipeless Furnace in Rockland.

PAULINE FREDERICK in “A SLAVE OF VANITY”

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

m

The Pipeless Furnace that is the sole product of the largest
manufacturer of warm-air furnaces in the world. The Pipeless
Furnace that has over 125,000 satisfied users—probably more
than all other pipeless furnaces combined. The Pipeless Furnace
that is sold on the fair and square guarantee of the buyer’s un
qualified satisfaction or his money back.

TODAY ONLY

g

i < > s ? i

) >

THE WORLD’S LEADING
FURNACE COMES TO ROCKLAND

Anniversary Week QU

9

The Garland Class of the M. E.
church will entertain the members of
Class 29 in the church parlors Friday
evening of this week. Supper at 6
o'clock. Entertainment to follow.

Mrs. Blanchard B. Smith has re
turned from a visit to Boston.

i ) s > I

"

THE' ORIGINAL PiPELESS FURNACE TPJPL£-CA5iNG PATENT

THEATRE

PARK

—--"T-TWftrr’Ti’i mu

bti-junuuL)

SCUTTLERS”

Come to the Opening, May 16=24

A powerful and melodramatic story of the sea.

Also

"OUTING CHESTER and

“THE

BABY”

COMPANY

BIG SPECIAL ATTRACTION
Marriage

of Rockland Couple on the Stage

THERESA BOWMAN and FRED GRAY have ac
cepted the management’s offer and will receive $25 in
cash and a wedding present. Manager Packard pays
the minister’s fee.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS, TO ALL PARTS OF THE THEATRE

READ THIS SCHEDULE

SATURDAY AFTERNOON—Electric Doll Lamps given away.

9 Anniversary Week 9
T
O
D
A
Y

DOROTHY GISH in
T
“
THE
GHOST IN THE GARRET”
O
A woozy romance of love and
D
crooks and spooks.
A
Y Last episode of “RUTH OF THE ROCKIES"

g

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

ETHEL CLAYTON in "CITY SPARROW”
Episode No. 13 of "FANTOMAS”
Comedy—"HITS AND MISSES”
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
MAYO

in

“COLORADO"

The flood that wrecked the gold mine turned the arid desert
ranch into an eden far more valuable than tho yellow metal—
and with it camo love.

DON’T MISS THESE

~

TONIGHT—Popular Song Sheets to first 50 ladies buying tickets.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT—Mission Rocking Chair given away.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON—Lollypops for tho Kids.

NOTE—Commencing May 16 this theatre will be closed the first four
days of each week, and there will be a daily change of pictures each
Friday and Saturday.
■I

TESTS MEAT FOP SWEETNESS

406-408 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

THOSE MONHEGAN COWS.
Mrs.

Olfactory Nerves of the “Ham Smell
er1' Must Be Always at Their
Keenest,

TONIGHT—Mission Chair given away.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT—Electric Doll Lamps given away, and Popu
lar Song Sheets to first 50 ladies.
THURSDAY NIGHT—The Wedding.
FRIDAY NIGHT—Amateur Night and awarding of Anniversary
Cake.

FRANK

TELEPHONE 791.

To the long list of unusual occupa
tions by which men live, there must be
added tliat of tlie "ham syneller’’ in a
packing house. His duly is to inspect
meat products and judge of their
soundness.
I
The ham smeller's only tools nre a
long sfeel trier and Ids nose
He
stands in a barrel to keep his clothes
from being soiled by the dripping
brine, and tlie bams are brought to
him by workmen. A ham is laid tiefore him. and lie plunges his sharppointed trier into il, withdraws it and
pusses it swiftly beneath his nose. Tlie
trier always goes down to tlie knuckle
joint.
In testing meat in that manner the
man with the trier judges by the
slightest shade of difference between
the smell of one piece of meat and
another. The smell of the meat is al
most universally sweet, and that is
what he smells; Hie slightest taint or
deviation from tile sweet smell is
therefore appreciable. It is not the
degree of taint that lie expects to find,
but the slightest odor that is not
sweet.
When he detecis au odor lie throws
the meat aside, and if it is not un
wholesome, it is sold ns “rejected"
meat, but if it is tainted it goes to the
rendering tank. The ham tester smells
meat from 7 o’clock in tlie morning
until 5 at night, and fiis sense must
never become jaded or inexact, or his
usefulness would be at an end.
Ham testing is not a pursuit dan
gerous to tlie health, as ten tesling is
supposed to be, bill Ibe limn snieller
with a cold in his le ad is for I lie lime
being like n piatio player v.ho lias lost
his arms in a railway wreck.

UNION
There will be a box social and
candy sale at the Grand Army hall,
Thursday evening. May 12. to help
raise money for Memorial Day.
Everyone welcome.

Those small ads hi The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
is why* they’ nre an popular nnd
bring immediate returns.

Davis

Says

She

Is

a

Law-

Abiding Citizen and Will Protect Her
Own.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
In rejoinder to the article, “Threat
ened Cows,” printed in the May 5 is
sue of your paper, 1 respectfully sub
mit the following. I have in my milk
business seven excellent cows. 1
have been complimented by • people
from all over the Union on their line
appearance and
gentle disposition.
Not one person can truthfully say
that he ever lias seen anything iu
one of them to prove that they have
a spiark of vicious nature
Mrs. Einwood Davis claims to be
frightened of them and as stated in
The Courier-Gazette, complained to
the selectmen. Let her answer this:
Why has she, ever since last Decem
ber, made u point of traveling back
and forth, sometimes passing the
spot where these cows were traveling
as many as six times during the hour
in which they were being watered?
Also why' did she. dressed in a scar
let svtaater, sit down in the middle
of the road at a place where she
knew the cows were accustomed to
go? Why did she allow her children
to hang around the stable, when she
knew the cows were going out after
their water?
The. cows are still w*a Iking the road
to water land to pasture. 1 claim I
am perfectly capable of running this
milk business and intend to do so re
gardless of any complaints which
these people may care to enter, I am
a law-abiding citizen, and 1 carry on
my business in accordance with the
laws of our State. I live with my
husband and respect him. 1 must,
and intend to, take care ef and pro
tect my aninrhls.
(Mrs) Virginia L. Davis
Monhegan, May 7.

^nltobcin.
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1v£dding ■Stationery'
•Social ENORAviNG
JHC COURIER fiazr.t .F,
TOCKUMD

MAINE

BRAVE BAPTIST BOWLERS.
Fall River and Boston Sports Meet
In a Desperate Contest.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
You and many other Rockland
friends may be interested to know
that there is a bowling contest on
between the Stoughton Street Bap
tist church and the Fall River Bap
tist church.
Dr Herrick led his bunch of Rip
Van Winkles up from Fall River In i
delightful auto party. They were en
tertained at supper by the Men’s
Class, after which they all marched
over to the Strand alleys and were
soon busy
knocking
down th»»
candles. The game, went dose for a
time, but on the pinch the Stoughton
team rallied and took the game in
their regular style. The score closed
at the end of three acts with the

Stoughton Street marching home
ward with a Three on their banner,
while the Fall River Rips went quiet
ly to sleep nursing a goose-egg.
The Fail River boys were good
sports and game losers.' It ought to
be said for them tliat they played a
very fine game and did well, consid
ering the fact that they were accus
tomed to play with duck pins while
the Stoughton Street boys play with
candle pins.
The return game is to be played in
Fall River next Wednesday evening,
and the Stoughton Street boys are
looking for a great time in the home
of tho Herricks. A set of church
autos will carry the boys down and
bring them back after the fun is
I over While we expect to get trim
med good and plenty, we w ill try and
be as game as the Herrick boys were.
Willard L. Pratt.
Boston, May G.

Just try

The Coffee of
Good Taste”
cents a pound

AS THE MARINER

CONSULTS HIS CHART
for tho safe course of bis vessel, so Ihc investor
should use the chart of financial soundness for the
safety of bis funds.

Start your account with the Rcckiand National
Bank.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine
^iOliMMM!lj|:!?i,1

mi;i
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Page EigKt
papers in pockets: only thing to come
out whole was one of “Clark’s darn
old Bulletins.”
Items Humerous and Serious Barrel Factory No. 1—Small bar
rels arc being made this week.—
* « ♦ *
From Bulletin 61 Concern
Burns quit work last Saturday
ing Rockland's Chief Indus-1 Philip
to attend to his garden for the sum
mer.—Alva Kent of Swan’s Island is
try- ,
a new man on the heater, taking the
New Kilns—John Kent, of Will place vacated by Mr. Burns. He
oame on Tuesday.—Henry Schwartz
Gregory’s crew, who went to Swan’s
is at home suffering from at attack
Island to go trawling, is to cut pav of acute indigestion. He was quite
ing. The fishing prospect didn’t look s riouslv ill Sunday night but is now
good to John.—Work on storage coming along all light.
« ♦ * *
building is progressing rapidly, the
Point—Barge Ampere loaded 1726
first huge tank now being put up barrels selected from this shed, fin
The tanks will be about 55 feet high ished
Saturday.—Production
of
from concrete foundation.— Tlie con 1114i>6 barrels for kiln 2 last week,
crete mixer has been taken to the on soft rock, was good work.—Friday
L. It. It. It. station, to be used for was receiving day: Schooner Herbert
foundation work for the new track 1 Loring discharging 122,432 Staves,
scales. Will Gregory and crew began J and a carload of cement arrived.—
operations there Monday morning.— No. 2 shift this week is Anton© BelWalter
Strout,
Stanley
The masons will probably be through mo’iico,
with the flues and pipes this week. (735): No. 3, Joseph Pisano, Walter
Thia Dts been a tedious and uncom Dudley. Fred (’lough.—Mr. Sukeforlh
fortable job, necessitating all known was down Sunday to feed his trained
positions in which the human body mouse. An eagle and a mouse is a
can twist itself to accomplish the funny combination, but Ed has both
work.—It *s customary when one is in training.—Foreman Ijarrabee has
expecting visitors to remain at home had the shed postse whitewashed a
and be in the receiving line. But not distance of four feet from the floor,
so with Mr Benner.
lie skiddooed which gives the shed a very neat and
to the end of the whai’f and there clean appearance.
* ♦ » *
was no one at home to give ft wel
Mills.—Is it vapor or dust? Earl
come to the big rock which came in
the open door or say how-to-do to a Haskell has moved into the Bucklin
number of smaller pieces which came house of Frederick street.—Both mills
through the windons when Mr. are on a day operation only—No. 1
Ward well bio wed some ledge out of on land No. 2 on hydrated.—Tim has
the coal crusher pit. Pete is wise and purchased a pair of 8-foot ash oars
for use when crossing Belmont Bar.
knows how to get out from under.
• ♦ • »
‘ Who's that man over there mak
Gregory—Lump ami No. .1 are be
ing so much talk?” kind "How long
has he been a voter in this town?” ing put up this week.—Julienne is
were among the questions hurled at substituting on the boiler for Abel
Chief Checker Charles Knights when Orff.—A. S. Leonard has sold his
he attended a special town meeting hens and gone out of the egg busi
held in Cushing last week. Mr ness.—Last week was clean-up week
Knights is a resident of Cushing and and tlie tidy appearance around the
a voter there so he attended the shed show's a good job done.—Henry
meeting, and when things didn’t go Gross of No. 2 has been out several
as he thought they should be wasn’t days: he sprained his wrist while
backward about coming forward and using a punch-bar.—Joe Lagrasse
telling the Cushing folks how they and bride arrived in this city Tues
did things where he came from. Mr day and tore at their new home 26
Knights made three speeches. Peo Front street.—Seve Daniels is shing
ple who were there say it was a ling the roof of his house on Trinity
street Miles Haskell is superintend
warm session.
The steel workers* baseball team ing the job.—Barge Ampere finished
will open their season Saturday May loading at this shed, taking on 790
7, and they are desirous of playing from here and 1000 from lighter Ber
some local team, as they have an all- wick from Rockport.—Kiln 3 with
star line-up. The team is composed ’Oil barrels and 6 with 991 *6 barrels
of the following players: Battery, are the high liners for last week: and
Eddie Hynes, Fred Sutherland: in this is good running everything con
field. A. Anderson and A. Allen will sidered
I coniugi Calvatore e Vita Safina
alternate at First: second will be cov
ered by Harry Buster Peterson < A. sono stati felieiatate della nascita di
Bennett, a former star of Fordham, una bambina the Lum di scorso 2
will play short; the hot corner will be Maggio li battezzarono, egli diedero
covered by Dr. Pete Benner, a former il noroe di Giosseppirta 11 padino fu
Everett High star: the outer garden Gialiano Passalacqua padrina Paola
will be taken care of such stars as r ec. Buotie auguri di ancora numeBob Swayne, r. f.. Jack Neilson, c. f., rosa prole.—Among floral tributes at
Jack Fitzgerald. 1. f. The team is the funeral of the late Addison Kaler
well supplied with utility men. Man was a handsome pillow from his Ital
ager, Pete Benner:
captain, Fred ian friends in this shed. The pillow
was the w ork of Julienne Passalacqua
Sutherland: coach, Eddie Hynes.
♦ * ♦ *
whose father is a florist in Italy and
From Our New Spy—A car of cast from whom Julienne learned the art.
ings arrived last week, leaving one Mr. Pallasacque furbished 29 floral
more to arrive.—Charles A. Knights, pieces for occasions during the month
chief checker and stock man. has his of April.
* ♦ • •
hands full now picking out the ste^l
Five Kilns—Janies Dow is out this
for the storage building—Reddy Mc
Lellan of the masons’ crew was pass week, resting up sore feet.—Lump
ing out cigars one day last week. He and selected is the program for this
says he was married several weeks week.—The new shift this week
brings Wm. Haines on No. 2, Lorenzo
ago.
Happenings to a friend: Tuesday, Stanley and Albert Nystrom on No. 4.
talcum powder box emptied and hy —John Flagg resumed work in this
drated lime substituted; believed to shed Monday morning. He has mov
have been done by George Gray. ed back to Rockland from Searsport.
Wednesday, horses took fright at —Barge Ampere finished loading 2900
Limerock engine and leaped into a barrels selected Friday, whit h was all
pile of steel; the blind horse came the depth of water would allow Two
out without a scratch. Friday, finger carload went hy rail to the Point
injured; first-aid tr-l'Jment by Dr. making the total from this shed 3340
Benner. Saturday, laid mackinaw on barrels.—Kiln I was high line last
pile of steel. In hauling out a piece. week with 1097 barrels; No. 2 with
< nd swerved round, caught and tore 1053 barrels broke its previous record
both pockets from garment. Smash by three barrels: and No. 5 took a
ed talcum powder jar, tore letters a>nd drop to 10S5. But thre“ kilns with a

Tl IE LIME WORKERS

25 to 30 Pages

Plows
Harrows
Seeders
Cultivators
Dorit forget KGW Seeds
for results

of our Good Book on Things
Agricultural are devoted to the
most improved, desirable imple
ments in these lines. Send for
your copy. It’s free. Our 60
odd years' experience saves ex
periment on your part. You
xvill buy dependable goods
when you buy K&W Goods.

See the K&W Dealer
In Your Town.

If None—Write
Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Maine
TIME TO THINK OF
DAIRY AND HAYING SUPPLIES
321
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^raPe-Kiris 1

It adds but it
never subtracts
Here is a food, made from wheat

and malted barley, which gives
strength to the body without tak

ing strength away.

Grape=Nuts
su&ains and nourishes without
burdening the stomach or taxing the

digestion.Its exceptional nutriment
is assimilated with none ofthe slow-

ing-up ofenergy, or drowsiness, oft
en caused by heavy cr diarchy foods,

The crispness and flavor of

Grapefluts are a delight to the taste
Made by Postum Cereal Co.,Inc.,Battle Creek,Mich.

OXIEN

PILE
REMEDY

Used over a quarter of
a century for immediate
relief and comfort. Sooth
ing. healing and correc
tive. The result of scien
tific medical research and
is the most
efficient
remedy for these distress
ing troubles.
Samses
and particulars plainly
mailed to any who write
The Giant Oxie Co.. 11
Augusta. Maine. For sale at 50c a

Jill. Druggists
53*53

THE U. S. ROYAL CORD

GUARANTEED
new

NU-RAL

A famous tire—and a famous tread.
Acknowledged among motorists and
dealers alike as the world's foremost
example of Cord tire building. Al
ways delivering the same repeated
economy, tire after tire, and season
after season.
The stripe around the sidewall is
registered as e trade-mark in the U. S.
Patent Office.

relief

Registered

REMEDIES
Relieve Headaches, Ladies' Discom
forts. Constipation. Biliousness and
Sluggish Liver or Money Back. At
your Druggist or postpaid direct.
Pain Capsules 50c. Laxative Tab
lets, 25c.

NU-RAL DRUG CO.
AUGUSTA, ME.

51.36

you can measure
tire value in 1921

tota! of 3235 isn't bad, with two days
on soft rock.
L. R. R. R—Five hundred bags ce
ment arrived last week for track
scales foundation which is now being
put in,—It was a funny sight to see
a pair of horses running away, with
one man trying to hold them and
another nan trying to stop 'em by
keeping a plow on the ground. It
was funnier still when they all ar
rived at the alders down by the
round house and Elmer Dow the
driver picked himself up out of the
muck and mire where he had sprawl
ed at the finish. He was a sight, sure
enough. And all because Mr. Dowgot asleep when a train came along.

FRIENDSHIP
The Ladies Aid of the M. E. church
are planning on having a levee the
Fourth of July. We are planning on
a big time, so watch the papers for all
particulars.
Cleveland Burns has arrived home
from a trip to Nova Scotia.
Hanging May baskets seems to he
the latest.
The Ladies Aid met in the vestry re
cently and was entertained by Mrs.
Hattie Wotton, a good time being en
joyed by all. Oranges and candy was
served.
The Roadside cemetery is beginning
to look like a cemetery once more.
Considerable work has been done.
Our new minister. Rev. Mr. Whitten,
was entertained at Mrs. Mamie Win
eapaw’s Sunday for dinner, and at
Mrs. Clarence Miller's for supper.
Llewellyn Oliver has been home for
a visit of a week and has returned to
Thomaston.
The Ladies Aid will meet in the ves
try of the M. E. church May 18. It
is hoped that there will he a good at
tendance as there is much to be done.
Will the apron committee and fancy
work committee please be there?
There will be a comforter to knot, so
take your scissors and thimbles.
A reception was given Rev. A. F,
Leigh and family last Wednesday
night, about 5(1 being present.
Re
freshments of cake and punch was
served. A purse was given Mrs. Leigh
to show our gratitude and appreciation
for her faithful and loyal services to
us. She has been* pianist for three
years and also sang in the choir and
did much work in the Ladies Aid. We
fee! we have met with a great loss in
having them leave us. as they both
have been such faithful and willing
workers. We hope they will meet with
much success in their new field at
Rockport.

His opposite is the hardpan car owner who sticks
year in and year out to a
standard brand as the only
rational economy.

Buy a U. S. Tire anywhere
—in a community of500people
or even less—and you get a
fresh, live tire of current
production—with all the orig
inal service and mileage the
factory put into it.

Many will remember the scarcity
of U. S. Tires last year.

The owner of a medium or
light-weight car stands on
equal ground with every other
car owner.

A hardship at the time, but a bene
fit now. There are no U. S. Tires to be
worked off—no accumulations—no
forced selling of any U. S. brand — no
shipping of tires from one part of the

Any United States Tire is a uni
versal full money’s worth—backed up
with a leadership policy of equal
quality, buying convenience and price
for everybody.

V. S. Tin
is » universal
•‘Any

fu II - money's
Worth- ”

"The diTerent
tire v/eivs that
enme out in
chain,a talk."

a

United States Tires
United States ® Rubber Company
GEORGE M. SIMMONS, ROCKLAND, ME.
WARREN GARAGE, WARREN, ME.

J

V.
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Charles Boman entertained the
members of Ihe sewing club and their
husbands Friday evening. The date
failing oil the wooden wedding anni
versary of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Creed,
they were presented witli a large box
of clothes pins and a cut-glass breadplate. A fine supper was served.
Marion Black left Saturday to re
sume teaching in Massachusetts. Her
sister Virginia Black accompanied her
to Rockland.
Mrs. George Grey and daughter
Elizabeth returned Saturday
from
Rockland.
Airs. H. W. Fifleld left Friday for a
visit with her son Walker at University
of Maine.
Lucy, widow of Hon. Frederick S.
Walls, died last Thursday at her home.
Deceased was the daughter of the late
Aloses and Lydia (Baker)
Webster
and has resided in Vinalhaven since
she was four years old. coming here
with her parents from Pelham, where
she was horn Oct. 8. 1848. She sur
vived her husband only seven weeks.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Walls were tenderly
cared for by their daughter, Mrs. Ora
Jones, and grandson Frederick, whose
devotion cheered their last days. Hers
was a sweet and lovable nature and
she will be remembered by her many
acts of kindness to those about her.
Mrs. Walls was a devoted member of
the Ladies of the G. A. R., an unselfish
and interested worker for that order
and will he greatly missed by its
members. She was also a faithful
member of Marguerite Chapter, O. E.
S. and a large giver to the church and
other charities. She is survived by a
step-daughter, Mrs. Jones, grandson
Frederick and great-grandson Francis
Jones; also double cousins John and
Mittie Baker of Hudson. N. H., who
were present at the funeral services
held Sunday at the late residence, at
which Rev. C. H. Seliger officiated.
Members of the Ladies of the G. A. R.
and also Marguerite Chapter attended
in a body the former holding their
funeral service. The abundance of
beautiful flowers testified the love and
esteem in which she was held.
The
body was taken Monday by undertaker
W. Y. Fossett to North Searsmont for
burial in the family lot beside her hus

ROCKLAND
LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION
-HAS PAID—

PAINTI NG
AND PAPERING

There are 92 U.S. Factory Branches.
Each one gets its share of U. S. Tires.
There is a broad, constant, even dis
tribution of U. S. Tires always going
on from these Branches to the dealer.

Almost every day you come
across the man human enough
to believe he can outguess
the cut-price tag on “joblots,” “discontinued lines” and
“surplus stocks.”

EMPIRE THEATRE
Dorothy Gish stars in the opening
bill of Anniversary Week, and fur
nishes some delicious comedy in
The Ghost in the Garret.” When a
young woman invades a haunted
house in search of thieves who have
stolen a $75,000 pearl necklace, it is
lo be expected that trouble will fol
low It did in the case of Dorothy
lish who, as Delsic. braved a bunch
of crooks, for she was captured by
their leader and tied up despite her
struggles. There's no telling how the
idventure would have ended had not
her bulldog, Mike, whom she had sent
forth with a message appealing for
help, brought the police to her res
cue. She got out of the scrape and
got the gems after all. The stcry is
a thrilling one and the comedy ar
times is irresistible.
There are few
omedies in which dainty Dorothy
Gish has appeared which afforded her
better opportunities for the display
of her talents as comedienne thar.
‘Ghost in the Garret.”
The situaions in the haunted house are laugh
able in the extreme.
If. for no other reason, folks would
) to the Empire today to see the
closing chapter of “Ruth of the
Rockies,” not to see the finish would
be to miss the climax of a serial
which Las delighted
hundreds of
movie fans in the past 14 weeks.
The midweek bill offers Ethel Clay
ton in “City Sparrow:” the 13th
pisode of "Fantomas” and a comedy
•ailed “Hits and Misses.”
The week closes with “Colorado,”
starring Frank Mayo. “Colorado” car
ries the spectator over burning desert
sands to a desolate ranch where Mayo,
as Frank Austin, finds an oasis of love
and, incidentally a gold mine. How he
saves the mine from the same men who
are keeping him from the girl he loves
is another high light of drama which
the director has flashed to the screen
with striking realism.
Tonight popular song sheets will be
given to the first 50 ladies buying
tickets. Wednesday night a mission
rocking chair will be given away. Sat
urday afternoon the young folks will
"receive lollypops.
This is Anniversary Week and fans
should crowd the Empire which was
the first theatre in the Black circuit.
Commencing May 16 this theatre
will be cosed the first four days of
tach week, and there will be a daily
change each Friday and Saturday.—
adv.

country to another to “find a market.

FTEN it's surprising the number
of different tire views that come
out in a chance talk at the curb or in
the leisure of a friend's garage.

5!/2% DIVIDENDS

—DONE BY—

SINCE 1907
Shares in the 68th Series now on sale
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

G. B. BLOOM

Office 407 Main Street

60 WILLOW ST. TEL. 294M, OR CALL
............ .. . __
M-tf

ROCKLAND, MAINE

band. Airs. Jones and son and H. W.
Fifield and daughter Doris accompan
ied the remains.
Sunday at Union church Mother's
Day was observed. Rev. Mr. Seliger
preaching an interesting and touching
sermon on "Mother.” Tlie Ladies Trio
sang selections ot old hymns and tlie
song “Even Ale.” The organist. Airs.
Helen Arey. rendered very impressive
ly the old tunes from her mother’s
hymn book. "Backward, Turn Back
ward," “I cannot Sing the Old Songs.”
“When You and I Were Young. Alaggie" and "Juanita." The attendance
was large and the decorations very
artistic, the motto “Mother’s Day” in
golden letters suspended above the
altar. The platform was banked with
potted plants, cut flowers and ferns.
At 7 o'clock p. m. a children s concert
was given under the direction of Mrs.
Charles Chilles and Aliss Dorris Fi
field with the following
program;
Prayer by pastor; singing by school.
We Welcome You; address. Lida
Greenlaw: recitations, Nathalie Smith,
Cleo Drew. Audrey Ames and Erdine
Calderwood; recitation, Dorothy Cobb;
singing, Elizabeth Grey; speaking by
Erdine Calderwood, ^Jalvln Vinal, Ed
ward White, Walter Lyford and
Fletcher Brown: singing.
Lullaby
Land, Arlene Kossuth; singing, Vir
ginia Winslow; speaking. Curtis Web
ster; recitation. Minnie Wood: singing
by school, Salute Them. Young Amer
ica; speaking, Milton Ames, Frances
Alclntosh; singing, “Church in Wild
Woods,” Mrs. Duncan’s class; speak
ing, Ruth Snowman. Dorothy Billings
Carolina Green Warren Beggs Ethel
Pulk, Bessie Middleton and Lucille
Davis: recitation. Annie Gross; sing
ing by school. Jesus* Little Ones
speaking. Dorothy Pulk. Alegra Inger
son; reading. Harriet Cold; song, Ruth
Bickford; singing by school, Home,
Sweet Home.

(Tablets or Granules)

indigestion

With or without water;
pleasant to take.

QUICK RELIEF!
Price, 25-50-75(1
MADE BV SCOTT » DOWNS

MAKERS Or

SCOTT'S EMULSION

BIG GREEN ISLE

Who says Ed can’t whitewash?
The spilirig in the "Bog Hole”
which was destroyed recently in the
big storm lias betn repaired by some
of our men folk.
Eric Bloom is very busy this week
getting ready to enter his now tosy
Sea View.
Mrs. Edwin William arrived last
week to spend the summer.
Master Arnold McConrhie is visit
ing hie father.
Oliver Wiggin has gone out of the
rabbit business and has sold all. his
paraphernalia to Ed. Hopkins, who is
going into the chicken business.
Mrs. Elmer Witham and son Clay
ton have arrived und opened the I.
M. Taylor cottage.
Eric Hajgord is at Ash Point hav
ing work done on his boat.
B. Ft. Witllun visited us last week.
.Mrs. O. 11. Wlgpin has donned
overalls and is painting her cottage.
The Love Nest.
The island witnessed some excite
ment Wednesday when Ed. Hopkins'
boat broke loose from her mooring,
ami was almost in the breakers of
the North West Point when discov
ered The movie men would have had
some real good scenes if they were
taken w*hen the men boarded her and
brought her back.
Byron Wotton spent Thursday with
John Reins at the Mussel Ridges.
Ask Eddie what was in the myster
• « • •
ious box that Mrs. N. L. Witham sent
At the regular meeting of Nnoml him.
Chapter O. E. S. Friday evening the
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
degrees were conferred on Mrs.
Emma Dunn the work being done in
B. B. 8IL8BY. Surgaaa
a very satisfactory manner, after
—aH...
which the bright and shining Stars
Z-KAT Operator
gathered around the table, where
<1 gUMMEM STREET, BOCKUVI
welsh rabbit, olives, pickles, dough
TELEPHON1 121
nuts and coffee were served by Har
riet B Rawley, Emma M. Torrey and
Josephine Tabbntt.
Say! the Village Improvement So
ciety are right onto their job. Work
has begun in building the permanent
sidewalks. A contribution for the
walks was moving pictures in Odd
Fellows hall under the direction of
Harry Smith and Claude Wiley. De
licious candies were sold by two fair
in New York City alone from IHdyoung damsels. The evening netted
ney trouble last year. Don’t allow
about $10.
Master Everett Watts in strolling yourself to become a victim by
through the woods
has discovered neglecting pains and aches. Guard
cocoons of various sizes, taken them
against this trouble by taking
home and watching developments
has discovered specimens of most
rare and delicate butterflies. The
young lad is d< lighted with his finds
and is glad to show them.

Mr. and Mis A. J. Rawley and Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Slingsb.v and sop
Calvin motored to Windsorville Sat
urday.
Dr. and Mrs. C. II. Leach who were
in Portland attending Maconn* Grand
Lodge have returned home.
Mrs. Willig Wilson was in Rock
land Friday and called on her mother
it Siisby Hospital.
Myron Wiley is running a public
auto for Harrison Smith from Port
Clyde to Rockland one trip daily.
Capt. ii/td .Mrs. I). W. Giles were in
Rockland last week.
Mrs. Clara Davis who has been
critically ill is rapidly recovering.
A. J. Rawley is boss carpenter at
Wil’aidham quarry.
Merritte Clark and family will
move from the lower apartment of
the Giles house to the story above.
Degrees at Eureka Lodge Saturday
night were conferred on William
Cook, Clarence Dwyer and Herbert
Piersons.
Miss Eva Torrey is clerking at
Mis Monaghan’s store.
Flunk Brown, Weston Wiley and
Edw. Pease are laying the founda
tion for the permanent sidewalk.
Beatrice Rawley who has been in
New Hampshire several months re
turned home Saturday.
Kempster Hawk in ha» rented the
Ian tha Brown cottage.
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COLDMEDAL

W. A. JOHNSTON. RkO. PHC.

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORl
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

GEORGE W. FOSTER

Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
Rockland,
Me.
I
75
Cedar
Street, Tel, 572-M
370 Main St,

The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troublee.
Holland's national remedy since 1895.
All druggists, three sizes. Guaranteed.
Look for theye Geld
***’ ***

I

